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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to further the state of the art in ultrasonic
inverse scattering for NDE and remote sensing applications. Ultrasonic
probing is an effective method of acquiring information for a variety of
types of objects in NDE. The application may vary from remote sensing
of large tanks containing hazardous material to imaging of flaws in
industrial parts. In all of these applications, one extracts information
about objects under probe from a voltage due to back-scattered and/or
transmission scattered field obtained by one or an array of transducers. In
these applications, the quality of testing and evaluation is adversely
affected by problems such as limited aperture and limited temporal
bandwidth. These problems are compounded by the lack of accurate
phase i;aformation and use of inaccurate models. The importance of the
above factors are widely known, however, much work is needed to find
methods of reducir g their impact on the quality evaluation.

In very general terms, inversion is the process of solving for a unknown
quantity (X) that has been operated on by a known operator .T" to yield

Y = .T(X), which are given as measured data. In many cases, an exact
closed form solution for X = .T-I(Y) may not be found. In these cases,
we can, generally, only find X over a discrete domain with finite accuracy
using numerical methods. Hence, the term "inversion" in this work does
not, imply a complete access to the solution X, raCher it means
approximate and partial estimate of X. It should be noted that this is

natural when dealing with numerical inversion. Detection problem is an
example of an inversion in which X is only partially recovered. Detection
of a signal merely states that X is non zero and does not give any further
information about X. hnaging can be considered as solving for a
transformed version of X say g(X), where g(X) is easier interpreted
visually than .T(X). Finally, for cases where X is found explicitly we have
inversion in the conventional sense.

Normally, data which is available for inversion (Y = 9v[X]), covers only a
part of the range of the operation. This introduces a non uniqueness
problem which may be overcome by adding a priori information to the
available data (i.e., "regularization of data"). In the present work, this
information is added by optimization of an appropriate functional (e.g.,
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Figure 1.1: Pulse-Echo and Pitch-Catch mode ultrasonic measurements.

(L2) 2 norm, maximum entropy [6, 41], minimum support, etc.) using a
variational approach [35, 22].
Our specific problem deals with calculating material parameters (or a
function of the parameters) of the object using ultrasonic measurements.
The object parameters are found with a finite accuracy which is set by the
noise level, extent of the coverage of measured data in both temporal and

spatial domain, and accuracy of phase measurements between
transducers. In Fig. 1.1, a common ultrasonic set up is shown. 'File two
main modes of data collection are 1) pulse-echo and 2) pitch-catch.

In the pulse-echo mode, the same transducer is used for both transmission
and reception of signal while in the pitch-catch mode, transducer and
receiver are different. The limited data in this application is caused by 1)

finite temporal bandwidth of the transducer-receiver system, 2) limited

angular access in the data collection process, 3) lack of absolute phase
between measurements at different locations (also known a.s the The

Zero-of-Time problem), 4) nonlinear dependence of measurements on the
scatterer, and 5) noise. The objective is to characterize the scatterer using
limited data as mentioned above. Since, in this work, the emphasis is on

the problem of the limited data in ultrasonic inversion, all the discussions

regarding the forward problems are of secondary concern. In all of the
inversions discussed, the forward process can be viewed as a black box



which carl be replaced with more efficient forward procedures as needed.
Throughout this work an exact forward solution is used with the
exception of the Chapter III in which the linearized inversion is discussed.
Although using an exact, forward solution may not be efficient, it. was
done in order to keep the study of compensation for limited data separate
from the study of approximate forward scattering solutions. Although the
choice of an efficient forward process was secondary to this work, an
understanding of the forward process is of primary importance in any
inversion effort. Approximate models provide adequate solution with

much less computation [33, 18, 5, 19, 29, 4, 44, 43, 3]. tlowever, they do
not provide solutions that satisfy the physics governing the measurement
process. In cases where more accurate solutions are needed an exact.
inversion is useful. The solution from an exact inversion, even when not

providing a unique solution, is guaranteed to agree with the physical
model governing the measurement process. In other words, a valid
solution is obtained within the tolerances dictated by the available data.
Furthermore, as it. will be shown later, a unique solution may be obtained
if additional a priori information such as minimum support is available.

Inversion is usually an ill-posed problem. In order to obtain a solution one
has to resort to regularization techniques. The ill-posedness of the
inversion becomes even more severe when data is limited. This problem of

ill-posedness plagues almost all inversion methods in many different fields
(e.g., radio astronomy, X-ray tomography, and diffraction tomography and
holography). The most classic mathematical approach in removing the
singularities and ill-posedness are methods such as minimum (L2) 2)
norm [34]. These methods make it possible to obtain a unique solution.
tIowever, in many cases the obtained solution is not the best, solution!
The best solution is the oue that is consistent with all tile available

qualitative as well as quantitative information. The most delicate task is
to balance the degree of consistency with each available piece of
information. For example, in radio astronomy, the obtained images suffer
from artifacts which result from incomplete data. The image with the
artifacts is consistent with the collected data, however, it, is inconsistent

with physical reality, the physical reality being the fact that most
astronomical objects are isolated objects in a dark background. Although
this information is only a qualitative observation based on experience, one
can develop algorithms such that. the image obtained is consistent with
both data and observer's expectations.

In limited-view-angle X-ray tomography, a similar phenomena also
occurs [36, 37, 38, 31]. Many researchers have proposed ways to include
qualitative information. Many are based on procedures that are being
used only because they result in expected images [36, 38, 31]. Recently,
Roberts [31] proposed a minimal support function which for the first time
was designed to achieve a well defined objective. He had observed that in
almost all his X-ray tomograms reconstructed from limited data, tile
artifacts covered a large area in the image. He proposed a functional
which would choose a solution which is consistent with tile collected data

and ha.s minimum support This observation is verb' important in that
many important characteristics of an NDE tonlogram can be formulated



in the form of such functionals (e.g., boundedness, smoothness, etc.). The
solution can be obtained using appropriate methods to ot_timize the
functional. The same type of approach can be used in diffraction
tomography with limited data.
In what follows, we will start by explaining the need for con.,:trained
inversion. This is done in Chapter II where t.he problem of limited data
and its effects on inversion are discussed. In this chapter, it. is shown how

a non uniqueness problem can be remedied with added information
through optimization of flmctionals. Finally, a few simple exa_llples are
presented to clari_' the issue. Chapter Ill ,'ires an overview of the physics
of elastodynamic motion and defines all the equations that are used in the

following chapters. In this chapter, we start with the general equation of
motion in solids and then reduce it to the case of the ideal fluid. Also in

this chapter, we discuss how the forward problem can be solved using a
volume integral equation approach. Chapter IV presents a minimum
support linearized inversion scheme for acoustic scat.term:: in an acoustic
background. The limited data inversion results are presented along with
improved results when appropriate flmctionals are optimized in the
inversion. In Chapter V, we use an exact nonlinear model for the forward
process and present results of inversion with/without using minimum
support functional. Also, in this chapter, an inversion result is presented
using experimental data where the zero-of-time is missing for the
backscat_tered time signals. Finally, in Chapter VI, a nonlinear forward
model is used for the inversion of elastic scatterers in elastic background.



Chapter 2

MINIMUM SUPP ORT
INVERSION

2.1 Introduction

The problem of inversion of incomplete data is common to many areas of
NDE. Incomplete data is defined as lack of uniqueness in the solution. In
general, given a forward problem u = Jr(s), the inverse problem seeks to
find s = 5"-1(u), where Jr is a one-to-one mapping. Functions u and s can
be defined as u : Du _ R,, and D, _ R., where D_, and D, are

domains of functions u and s and Ru and R, are ranges of functions u
and s respectively. Let's assume, functions u and s are defined such that
they should be known entirely over domains Du and D, to make
functional Jr one-to-one. Let's define such domains as essential domain.

In practice, measurements might be defined over a domain which is not.
essential and has to be mapped onto an essential domain.

If Jr is one-to-one s can be obtained uniquely given a measurement u
defined over its entire essential D,_. However in most applications, a
complete measurement u is not available, instead u is known over a finite

subset of its domain D_, which we denote as D_*. One can envision a
function u' such that it is zero over D_ and nonzero otherwise. Clearly,
x = Jr-l(u + u') is a valid solution to the inverse problem since

u + u' = Jr(x) which is equal to u over Dun. Since there can be infinite
number of functions like u' and Jr is one-to-one, there will be infinite

number of solutions to the inverse problem.

For example in the ultrasonic inverse problem, one may consider a real
valued scatterer which is defined over R a _---, R. The measurements are

the complex scattered values measured in space and time, i.e. it. is defined
over R 4 _ C. In this example, the essential domain of measurement has

a lower dimension than 4. This is evident from the fact that, we are trying
to find a function with a dimension 4 = 3 + 1 from a fimction with a

dimension 6 = 4 + 2. For example in Born inversion a measurement set
defined as R a _ R is sufficient. The three dimensions of the essential

domain may be either two dimensional space and one dimension time, or

7



three dinlension space. Normally. the measuren_ent function is known ow'r
a finite region of space an(l time which does not nlap onto the entire
essential domain. As mentioned above, one nlay find infinite nunflwr of
scatterers to match the function over a subdomain of measurellwnts.

Although a unique solution Inay never be obtained in most inw:rse
problems, it. is still possible to produce valuable information through
inversion. Fortunately, in most applied problems, in addition to the

measurenmnts, there are other qualitative and/or quantitative infornmtion
that can be used in getting a "better" (possibly unique) solution. To
demollstrate this, the following example is presented.

2.2 The Problem of Limited Data

Let's consider a 3 x 3 grid on which there are 9 real nunlbers a'i. These 9
numbers will form the solution vector X. The measurements will consist

of 6 real numbers Vi = 7:'i(X) each showing the sum of a row or a colunln

as shown in Fig. 2.1.
Clearly, there can be an infinite number of solutions to this problem. If
X0 is a solution then

X "- Xo + ECiXi (2.1)
/

is also a solution where Xi's are the vectors spanning the null space and

ci's could take any value. Corresponding Xi's for this problem are given
in Fig. 2.2. By definition, the result of forward operator on any vector in
the null space is zero which can be verified easily by inspecting the vectors
in Fig. 2.2.

_P_(Xj ) = 0 i = 1,6 j = 1,4 (2.2)

where the Pi operator gives the sum of element on colulnns or rows
(i = 1,..., 6 for 3 rows and 3 columns). The dimension of the Null space
is 4 which implies there are only five independent equations. This can be
seen by realizing that sum of the three numbers corresponding to the sum
of the columns or rows are sum of all numbers on the grid; hence given
any five numbers the sixth can be found.
To obtain a unique solution, we need to provide additional constraint on

the solution, This can be done through optimizing a penalty functional
defined as

6 9

= v,)+ s(.,) (2.a) •
i=1 j=l

where D(.) is a distance measure and $(.) is an additional constraint on

the solution. Minimizing }--_=12D(Pi(X), Yi) guarantees the fidelity to the

measurements while optimizing }--_=1 8(xj) helps narrow the solution set
to one with a characteristic favored (biased) by the constraint. In the

following sections, we discuss a few examples for the function $(.)
(Minimum (L2) 2 norm, Mininmm Supl)ort, and Maximum Entropy) and
for each case provide the relevant solution.

8
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P6(x) - Y6- 6 - x7.-]-x8+x 9

Fig, ure 2.1" What, are the nund)ers in the box given t,he sums of the rows
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2.3 Minimum Norm Solution

Suppose we know that the solution to our l)rol)h'm is the one with
nlininnlrn sunl of the squared (naininmnl (Lu)U norm). 'I'hen a solution

may be obtained which belongs to a mlbset of the set containing all
plausible solutions. This solution may still not iw unique (i.e., the subset
defined by (L2)" norm constraint Illay have more than one member). A
solution with minimum (L=,)_ can be obtained through optimizing ,.';
defined as

6 2

__ ) 2 9 _.

,=1 j::l

The minimization of g(x) can be carried out using conjugate gradient or
other similar gradient, search algorithms, ttowever, in this case, the
minimum (L-,) _ norm solution is given by pseudo inverse solution to the
t)roblem AX = Y where X is the solution vector and Y is the
measurement vector and A is defined by mapping yi = "Pi(X). The
solution is given by

X = (,47'A)-_AT'Y (2.5)

It should be stressed that the added condition(s) on the solution may only

be enough to reduce the number of plausible solutions. Such narrowing of
the solution set has considerable advantage. If one considers two state of
1) lack of knowledge and 21 unique identification of the solution ms two
extreme ends of a continuous scale, then in the absence of a unique

solution, a smaller set of plausible solutions is preferred to a larger set, of
solutions. (L2)" norrn is one example of many types constraints that can
be used to more uniquely define a solution. In the following, we present,
the Minimum Support, functional which is another type of constraint, and
has some interesting characteristics.

2.4 Minimum Support

In NDE applications where cracks and voids are the dominant expected
source of signals, a nfinimum support approach might be ideal, qb
minimize support, we want to minimize the number of nonzero pixels, so,
ideally, a penalty of 1 is associated to a nonzero pixel. In practice, due to
noise and other reasons, pixel values may never be exactly zero. Hence, a
pixel is not penalized if it is below a threshold ¢. This means the support
penalty function is H(Iz,I - c). In the present work, since a gradient.

approach for minimization of support is used, the lteaviside function is
not suitable since it has a zero or an ill-defined gradient. Instead an

approximate form of the tteaviside function is used which has
well-behaved gradient. One such function is

Ixl"
'1)- Ixl"+ ,"

11
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i
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Figure 2.4: Minimum support: a) functional b) gradient of the functional,
for different values of (

where x is a pixel in the image, ( is the noise threshold and 7/is the
steepness parameter of tile function. It should be noted that as 71
approaches infinity, 8(x) approaches a Heaviside function. (see Fig. 2.4).
If the minimum (L_) 2 norm functional is replaced by the minimum

support functional in the Eq. (2.4), the solution obtained will be more
compact. The reason for the compactness of the minimum support
solution versus that of (L2) 2 is due to constant penalty for large pixel
values. This is in contrast with the increasingly large penalties for larger
pixels in the (L2) _ functional.
In cases where there are many degrees of freedom in the solution due to

missing data, minimum support functional may not strongly affect the
high pixel values. In those cases, it may be necessary to complement the
minimum support functional by another functional to constrain high
pixels. An example of such a constraint seeks an upper bound for the pixel
values by adding penalty for pixel values above a specified threshold xth.

_(x) = 8(;t;; (0, r/0)+ 8(x; (1, rll)( x - Xth )e (2.7)
C2

Function 8(x; (0, r/0) is a special case of Y'(x) for (1 = co. In cases with
high degrees of freedom in the solution, this additional constraint only
affects the high pixel values without increasing the support. In the case at
hand, we do not have many degrees of freedom in the solution. [tence, the
solution using this functional with xth = 3 as shown in Fig. 2.7 has
smaller peaks at the expense of increased support. This solution is not as
compact as the minimum support solution since a threshold is set at a_'th
beyond which pixels are penalized heavily. Hence, support of the
minimum support solution has increased accordingly to reach a balance
for the new condition. All pixel in the solution are equal to 3 which is
purely a coincidence, however, the fact that there is no pixel greater than
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Figure 2.5: Minimum support solution
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Figure 2.8: Minimum support solution with upper bound penalty Zth = 2

3 in due to tile heavy penalty given to pixels greater than 3. Note that, by
counting the nonzero pixels, tile support has increased from 3 to 6 which
is a result of the balance between the support and tile penalty for pixel
values greater than threshold Xth. To see how the solution is affected by
tile value of xth, we reduced the threshold from 3 to 2. Tile solution for

this case is given in Fig. 2.8. The support has further increased to 9 to
balance the penalty due pixels with values greater than 2.

2.5 Maximum Entropy Solution

Ttle rnaximum entropy function has been used extensively in many areas
of image and signal processing to supplement incomplete data inversions.
Various forms of the functional has been used in different application,
however, most conventional form of the functional is given as

_'= I_1logI_/_01 (2.8)

There have been many justifications for the use of the maximum entropy

function from the aspect of information theory [11, 12]. In this work,
however, we will view it only from a fiJnctional standpoint. The maxinmni
entropy functional, unlike nlinirnum support functional, it is unbounded
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Figure 2.9: Maximum Entropy functional for different values of x0

while it is not as rapidly growing as the (,L2) 2 norm functiollal. The

gradient of the maximum entropy functional is monotonicly increasing
which is similar to the (L2) 2 norm functional than minimum support
function which has a gradient with extremum point. Qualitatively
speaking, it behaves in between the minimum support funct: ._al and

(L2) 2 norm functional.
The solution obtained using this functional is given in Fig. 2.10 using a
small value for z0. The solution has many pixels around 1 which is a bias
of this functional for x0 = 1 since for values of z between 0 and z0 there is
a reward rather than a penalty. The functional is zero for z = 0 and

X:X 0

2.6 Discussion

It is clear that choice of an appropriate functional depends on the physical

problem at hand. Among other commonly used functionals is maximum
entropy functional that has been used extensively in many areas of signal
and image processing. The difference between Maximum Entropy and
Minimum Support functional is mostly in their behavior for larger
arguments. The maximum entropy functional in unbounded while
mininmm support functional is bounded by 1 as argument approaches
infinity. This is an important difference si_o. it will pressure the large
values in the solution downward. The minimum support functior, al, on

the other hand, puts the greatest pressure on values in the transition

region and leaves the higher values to adjust appropriately to minimize
the inconsistency with the measurements. Convergence to a solution can
be slow due to small gradmnts in most ranges of pixel value x (A_ seen in

Fig. 2.4). In Fig. 2.4, it is observed that as c varies for a fixed r/, the peak
of the gradient shifts. To speed the convergence, one may start the
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Figure 2.10: Maximum Entropy solution with a small xo
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iteration with a large value of e and gradually reduce it, to the noise level.
Numerous experiment have proved the effectiveness of this scheme.
Results will be shown in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

FORWARD
MODELLING OF
ELASTODYNAMIC
WAVE S CATTERING

In this chapter, a two-dimensional elastic forward algorithm is presented
that utilizes tile integral form for the equation of motion in the isotropic
elastic medium. This approach is most suitable for cases where scattering

from a small inhomogenous body in an otherwise homogeneous
background is sought. In this chapter, the forward problem is solved by
discretizing the integral equations. The results from the numerical
implementation are compared with the series solution to the scattering
from a cylinder. Furthermore, the results obtained from the exact
nonlinear model will be compared with results from linearized model
(Born approximation). Finally, the equations for the motion for the
acoustic medium is derived as a special case of the elasticity problem.

3.1 Introduction

The work oil the integral equation approach to elastic wave scatte-ing is
motivated by the need to have an algorithm which would yield far field

scattering from an object with ka less than 10. Differential equation
methods (e.g., finite element and finite difference methods) have been
used successfully in the past to model wave phenomena [24]. However,
differential equation methods method are not inherently suitable for cases

where field is sought at large distances. This is due to the fact that
differential methods require global discretization and hence are not
efficient for such purposes. Much work has been carried olJt in making
differential methods efficient in propagating the field in the homogenous
medium beyond the scatterer itself (for example see [10]). Workers [lave
proposed and implemented boundary matching techniques which utilizes
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the existing symlnetry of the t)rot)lem. In this work, we present a volunw
integral equation approach to solving the forward probh'ln which will
avoid tile problems of boundary Inatching. The volullw integral approach
is ot)timunl for cases where the scatterer is a small inhonlogeneil) in a

homogeneous background. This method can be improved to elli('iently
handle the case of the homogeneous scatterer too. For example,
application of the divergence theorem reduce the volume integral equation
to a boundary integral formulation. One can envision an improved volullw
integral method which it, adjusts itself to efficiently solve the scattering
problem for a given scatterer. The adjustment can be regarded as
choosing the best set of the basis functions to represent the field and the
scatterer. One can show that the Boundary Elenwnt solution can be

derived frorn a volume integral solution with appropriate basis functions.
Further details on this topic is yet to be explored in the future.

3.2 Wave Motion in Elastic Media

The wave motion in a homogeneous isotropic elastic solid is governed by

rij,j + p_2ui = 0 (3.1)

where stress tensor rij is given by

rij = AbijUk,k qu ]l(tli,j q_ llj,i) (3.2)

where A and p are the material Lame constants and p is the mass density.
The displacement u includes both shear (S-wave) and pressure waw_
(P-wave) motion. Generally, parameters p, A and It are not constant;
indicating the material is inhomogenous. If the medium is homogeneous
everywhere except for a finite region of space, then it is benelicial to
represent p, A and p as the sum of the constant background parameter
and the variation due to the scatterer given as

p(x) = Po + 6p(x) (3.3)

A(x) = A0 +6A(x) (3.4)

l_(z) = tto + 61t(x) (3.5)

note that 6p, 6A and 6p are zero everywhere except for the scatterer.

The general solution to Eq. (3.1) in the presence of an incident
displacement field u mc can be represented in terms of _he (Ireen's

functions tzGj(x]x ') for the background medium with elastic parameters
Po, A0 and pc).

= ') + f (3.(i)
--Si(X) = tS/_(X)Uk,ki(X) + t_tl(X)(Ui,jj(X) +

lZj,ii( X ) ) + tSp( x )w2tti (3.7)
G " -' a._

Tij:k,j Jr- [KO2"ll_ ' ' k --= tSikb(gtr -- ) (:_.8)
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The ,sj(x)'s art' seell lo be "equivalent source" functions, if displac('llwnt
ui(,r) is known, using Eq. (3.(;), tilt, scattered dist)lacmlwnl can Iw
calculated anywhere in space. The displacement Ui(X I) Call 1)('obtained

over the scatterer by solving the above equations, in order to solw' fi)r
ui(,rl), we proceed to discretize the above integral equations. One llwthod
of solving volume integral equations is to project the solution onto a
discrete basis set.. The choice of the basis function is w,ry inlportant in

obtaining a physically sensible solution. As it, will be discussed further, if
only far-field displacements are desired, the choice of basis function is not
as crucial as when we are interested in displacements close to

discontinuity regions. In the case at, hand where functions and its
derivatives are to be defined, a basis function should be chosen that is

differentiable at least up to the order needed in s. A basis function like
Gaussian-Sinc function is infinitely differentiable

_. a :a .r _ . 71"Xl ,t,. / 71"a;2

b(xl, x_) = c " t_,+ _)Smc(__Ta_lnct _) (3.,q)

where a is chosen such that it, efl'ectively limits the support, of the basis

function so as to limit the support of the numerical integration. The
choice of A/t' depends on the spatial bandwidth that is required to
represent the function. Note that, b(x) behaves like a delta function as
Ax--,O.

6(x) = lira b(x)AxErf( rr_-.o Ta) (3.1o) i

ui(x'), 6A(x'), 6#(x') and 6p(x') may be expressed in terms of the basis
functions as

ui(x ') = 2ui(xk)bu(x'-xk) (3.11)
k

_ •
6A(x') E6A(xk)b(x'-xk) (3.1)

k

@(x') = _-_6p(x,:)b(x'- xk) (3.13)
k

6p(x') = _-_6p(xk)b(a:'--xk) (3.14)
k

By combining Eqs. (3.6) and (3.14), the following linear system of
equation is obtained.

inc

J

or in matriz form

AU = U i'_ (3.16)

where uio's are vectors containing displacement components (Greek
symbols refer to position index and Roman symbols refer to component).

ai_jo's are defined as

aiajf3 = -- uj:kta'.c_,ya;x,y)Aki(x,y;x!_,yi_ ) (3.17)
k
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(a,, t/,.) and (//_, y_) correspond to locations . and/J resl_ectively, and

ui:j6'is the (;reen function given by

, 1 a,?,II[((I'1r) -

*1

1't,-5.,xitt(,(kt,.)- I-_ft0(1.t,.)] In.is)

a,la:2 I"I _kt tl(_(ktr)] (3 19)
B

G I , 1 ,, a,1

,,_:..t,') : a_,_4i[-17_H[;(_'t,'l-
a,r, t

I.,# Ho(X._,.)- # mo(t',,')] (a.2o)
(3._l )

and ,4O's involve the products of b,, and hA, 6p, and bp. These lengthy
expressions are listed in the appendix. The above system of equations is
solved either iteratively or by an exact inversion of matrix A. Matrix A is
not a fully populated matrix and is dominated by diagonal and
subdiagonals. I_ is conceivable to avoid an exact inversion by exploiting
the physics of the problem. In this work, we will not discuss techniques
that can be applied and suffice to state that less interaction between the
elements of the scatterer translates into a more diagonally dominant
matrix.

The initial algorithm developed in this work employed the Gaussian-Sinc
basis. The Gaussian-Sinc function efficiently represent, any bandlimited
function. However, in choosing a basis set, one has to balance the

representation efficiency with the computation efficiency. Choosing the
most efficient basis set may not be the best. in terms of overall

computation burden. The most efficient basis set can represent the I
function using fewest components, however, it might require more
computation in calculating coefficients aic,jo represented in Eq. (3.17). By
choosing an appropriate basis set, it is possible to considerably improve
the overall computation speed. In a problem where many forward
calculation is necessary, as it. is the case for iterative inversion algorithms,
using a basis set with minimum computation demand is imperative.
Hence, an alternative to Gaussian-Sinc basis function was chosen for the

current algorithm to provide speed in forward modeling. The new
approach assumes basis functions that yield finite difference formulation,
hence, making it possible to evaluate integrals as a Rieman sum. A set of
equations was obtained (see appendix for detail), as before, in terms of
the unknown displacement field on the scatterer. Solution obtained from
this model is compared with the series solution. It is observed that the
result is as good as the previous solution which used Gaussian-Sinc basis
functions. Due to computation efficiency, from here on, the alternative

solution (using an implicit basis function) will be used.
In the following section, we present some results obtained using the
developed forward scattering model,
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Figure 3.2: An incident plane wave impinging oil a cylindrical scatterer

3.3 Algorithm Verification

The first step is to validate our forward model. To do this, the special
case of scattering from a cylinder was considered. The solution for the

scattering from a cylinder is available analytically in the form of a series
solution because of separable geometry [27] (see appendix).

In the following, we consider tile case of scattering from a steel cylindrical
scatterer (p = 7850 kg/m 3, ct = 5900 m/s and ct = 3230 res) in a
Silicon-Nitride (p = 3250 kg/m a, ct = 10590 m/s and ct = 6280 res)
background. Tile scattering is due to a plane pressure wave incident on
the cylinder as shown in Fig. 3.2.

In Fig. 3.3 the total back-scattered power calculated with the integral
equation method is compared with the solution obtained using the series
method. The integral equation result was obtained using a 11 x 11
discretization of the cylinder. The series solution was obtained using 12
terms in the series. There is very good agreement between the two

solution as shown in Fig. 3.3.
Now that we have verified the algorithm, we can use our forward

algorithm to study other problems. For example, it, is valuable to know
how the scattering is affected by the sharpness of the transition boundary
between the two medium. In Fig. 3.4a, the radial profile of three different

rotationally symmetric scatterers are shown. The boundary of the
scatterer in these scatterer varies from a sharp boundary to a smooth
Gaussian scatterer. The scattered power is plotted versus angle for
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Figure 3.4: Profile of the scatterers ranging from sharp to smooth boundary

ka = 0.6 for the case of steel scatterer in Silicon-Nitride as shown in

Fig. 3.5a. The scattered power for this ka does not. vary significantly from
diffused boundary scatterer to tile sharp boundary scatterer. [Iowever, by

increasing ka tile difference is more significant,. The case of ka = 1.5 is
shown in Fig. 3.5 ( a 11 x 11 discretization was used to represent the
cylinder in integral equation approach and 12 terms was used ill the series
solution).

Another interesting issue is testing how tile exact nonlinear solution
compares with the Born solution. Again the case of steel ill Silicon-Nit, ride
is considered. The backscattered power is plotted for series solution,
nonlinear solution and the linearized Born solution. Figs. 3.6a, 3.6b, 3.6c,
and 3.6d show the solutions for ka = 0.3, 0.9, and 1.5 respectively. As the

ka increases the accuracy of tile Born result decreases. As seen in Fig. 3.5,
where back-scattered power is shown for ka = 1.5, tile difference between
Born and exact solution is the largest ( a 11 × 11 discretization was used

to represent the cylinder in integral equation approach and 12 terms was
used in the series solution).

It should be noted that the solution for the displacement can be used to

calculate the induced voltage in a transducer. This is done using Auld's
reciprocity theorem. Auld's reciprocity theorem (see appendix) states
that given displacement and stress components U and 7' for a case where
no flaw exists and U' and 7" for a case where flaw exists, the voltage in
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Figure 3.5: Comparing backscattered power from cylindrical scatterers a)
back-scattered power for ka = 0.6.b) back-scattered power for ka = 1.5

the transducer can written as

6V = -_ (U . T' - U' .T)dS (3.22)

3.4 Reducing Elastic to Acoustic

In tile case of an elastic scatterer in an acoustic background, the solution

can be represented by a scalar quantity ¢ where u = V¢, since the
displacement in acoustic medium is irrotational. However, it is more
common to refer to pressure inside fluids; for this reason, in the following,
we start from the elastic equations of motion and derive tile equation for
tile pressure p =: -AV • u.

rij,j "+ ptz21ti "- 0 (3.23)

hence

(rij,j + pw2ui),i = 0 (3.24)

knowing p = --Auk,k

P,kk + (w/et)"p = --p,iw"ui (3.25)

furthermore, if we assume p,i -- O, we obtain the Helmholtz equation for
the pressure inside the fluid. Furthermore, by representing slowness

1/c_ = 1/C_o- 1/6e_(x), the vohlme integral equation becomes

c / '"z" "dx'
p(x',w) = pi,, (x',_) + v(x')p(x',w)t,t ' Ix) , (3.26)
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where v(x) = linch(x) and G is the Green function for equation

_7"G(xlx') + k2G(xlx ') = 6(x - x'). (3.27)

In many applications, it is desired to know the scattering from an elastic
object immersed in an acoustic medium (e.g. water). Considering the fact
that an ideal fluid can be assumed an elastic object with p - 0, the
approach to the problem becomes clear. However, one should proceed
with caution since by setting p = 0 we assume a zero velocity of

propagation for the shear component of the wave in the acoustic medium.
The complexity is due to the fact that displacements can be discontinuous
in directions tangent to the interface. Since the source function in

Eq. (3.6) contains terms including derivatives of displacement makes the
problem ill-posed in nature and could adversely effect the stability of the
solution. In the following, two cases of scattering from an elastic scatterer
in an acoustic medium and an acoustic scatterer in an elastic medium is
considered.

The case of an elastic scatterer in an acoustic medium is more interesting
and also is more commonly observed. S. _ce the acoustic medium can not

support shear displacement, at the boundary of the scatterer, the
displacement tangent to the interface can be discontinuous. This
discontinuity can introduce numerical instabilities. For the case of elastic
scatterer in an acoustic medium, the scattered displacement can be
written in terms of the Green's function for the acoustic background and
the source function carries the information about the elastic scatterer.

The approach to solving the problem follows that of scattering by elastic
solid in an elastic medium.

The Green's functions for displacement in which case can be derived as a

special case from Eqs. (3.18),(3.19), (3.20).

1 r j,.2x_
=

9

k_-_Ho(ktr ) - k_Ho(ktr)] (3.28)

,, r k'g;(k,r)] (3.29)G_:2(r) = C_:l(r ) = 4i&k2[-_go(k,r)-

C_:2(r) = )_k_4i[-kY_.2H;'(k,r)-

k,-_H_o(ktr)- k_Ho(k,r)] (3.30)

(3.31)

The voltage in the transducer can be represented in terms of the pressure
field p using Auld's reciprocity relationship given by

s(x,w) = / p(x',w)pinC(x',w)v(x')dx '. (3.32)

The voltage s at. different positions x and different frequencies _ can be
used as the measurement for the inversion process.
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Chapter 4

MINIMUM SUP P ORT
LINEARIZED
ACOUSTIC
INVERSION

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the linearization of the inversion problem is introduced.

The linearized problem is the basis of common imaging techniques such as
SAFT (Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique) and diffraction

tomography. The discussion that follows only considers the acoustic
problem to limit complexity, and keep conceptual focus on the issue of
limited data inversion.

4.2 Model For The Forward Problem

Auld's reciprocity theorem states that the voltage in the transducer due
to a scatterer is given by (see previous chapter and appendix for a
detailed derivation)

i_o J 1 1 )pine(s(_)= 4pr (c2o c(x)"-)p(x x)d_' (4.1)

where w is the frequency, p is the density of the scatterer and background,
F is tile incident power, co and c(z) are velocity of the background and
the scatterer respectively, pine(x) is the pressure when the scatterer is not.

present, and p(x) is the pressure when the scatterer is present, p(x) can
be calculated from the following integral equation.

p( x' ) = pinC(x ' ) + ,2' /c_ j p( x )v( x )(2;(xlx')dx (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Ultrasonic probing: volumetric image may be obtained using a
two-dimensional scan

where G(xlx') is the Green function and v(x) = eo/c(x) 2 - 1. The fact
that p(x) depends on tile scatterer makes Eq. (4.1) nonlinear with respect
to the unknown v(x). Assume a weak scatterer where c2(x) ,_ co + oct(x)
and p(x) ,_ po(x) + cpl (x). Expanding Eq. (4.1) yields the linear integral
equation for v(x) as tile leading order writen as

s(w) = _v pinC(x'w)_v(x)dx (4.3)

Given a transducer, incident, field at, any point in space can be represented
as (see Fig. 4.2)

=/p(kl,k2)ek'_'+k_+_/k_-k'_-k_ (4.4)
pinC(Xl , X2, X3 )

where P(kl, k2) is called the spatial frequency spectrum of the transducer
and is simply the spatial Fourier transform of the field p(x) at depth
xa = O. For large values of x3, incident field may be asymptotically
evaluated in closed form (see appendix) given by

pinC(x ,x_.) -- 2rrkx3 .r_. iY"_(lcx_lr,kx21r)d_/_ (4.5)

Hence, the output voltage of transducer located at, a position (z_, x', 0) is
given by

ej2wr/c
, _ (4.6)

S(Ztl,Z'2,W)-- 47r2_. 2 192(]_Xl/r,]cX.2/l')y(Xl X2, X3) ?.
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Figure 4.2: Incident field in the far-field

where r = x/(x_ - xl) 2 + (mS - z2) 2 + x_. Assuming a point source
transducer(i.e, p(kzl, kx2) = 1) at a distance r in the far field the voltage
can be written as

s(rn, w) = C(w, r)i_(2wn/c) (4.7)

where C(,_, r) is a complex constant. The exact expression for this
constant can be known as shown in the next chapter. However, in practice
it is determined by experiment and includes all temporal and spatial
behavior of data collection system, where w is the frequency and n is the
unit direction vector, v(zl, z2, za) can be obtained exactly through a

Fourier transform if v(2am/c) is known for all w and directions. If the
scatterer is real-valued, it can be reconstructed exactly using

measurements on a hemisphere (27r radian coverage of k-space) because
the other half is complex conjugate of the known half. Usually, due to
finite temporal bandwidth and finite aperture, it is not possible to obtain
a complete measurement set. As a consequence, the result of inversion is
not unique and obtained solution depends on the algorithm which was
used for the inversion. As discussed in Chapter II, most algorithms have
implicit biases toward certain solutions. In the following sections, we
utilize the inversion methods discussed in Chapter II. First results of
inversion with minimum support will be presented and it will be

compared with the results from minimum (L2)" norm inversion. In one
case, a maximum entropy solutio_J is also provided.
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4.3 A Two Dimensional Example

In this section, we use a two dimensional examt)le t.o (temonstrat(' the
effectiveness of the minimum support, inversion. The forward scattering
model for the two dimensional case is developed in Chapter Ill (for a
detailed SAFT derivation see appendix). As shown in the previous
section, the relationship between the voltages observed by the transducers

s'n(Xl, I) and the scatterer potential v(xl, x.,) can be written as

ii"(2w/ccosO, 2a_/csinO) = s"(_, 0) (,t.8)

where am(w, O) the voltage at the output of the transducer and

'i;'n (2aJ/c cos 0, 2_o/c sin 0) is the Fourier transforms o1'the scatterer
v(xl, z_). For a given set of measurements ,sin(x1, t),
i,m(2_o/c cos 0, 2w/csin O) can be calculated. A solution may be obtained
by evaluating the two dimensional Fourier Transform of i,"_(kl, k2). For a
finite temporal bandwidth and limited angular view, space (kl,/,;2) is only

partially known (see Fig. 4.3). As discussed earlier, the sc,lution is not
uniquely defined. By assuming zeros for regions in the k-space where
measurement does not exist we obtain the mininmm (L2) 2 norm solution

(see chapter 2). This a consequence of parseval's theorem. An (L2) 2 norm

solution has many artifacts in the form of negative and positive peaks.

Furthermore the (L2) 2 norm solution is, almost always, unphysical
because this solution is obtained by assuming zeros for the missing

measurements which is rarely the case in practice. To understand the
exact relationship between our obtained solution and the exact solution,
let's define a flmction .¢(ka, k,_) such that ¢(kl, k_) = 1 for all (kl, k2)
where a measurement is available and _l,(kl, k2) - 0 otherwise. Using

¢(k_,k2)
i'm(kl, k2) = g'(kl, k2)_)(kl, k2) (4.9)

or

vm( xl, x2) - (l'(xl, x2) ® v(xl, x2) (4.10)

where ® is the two-dimensional convolution operation.

It is interesting to note that if CT(kl, k2) = 1 - ¢(kl, k.,) then
_/,T(kl, k2)_/,(kl, k2) = 0 So if we consider a vector
gq,(xl, x2) = _t,T(xl,x2) ® 9(xt, x2) then adding .q¢(xl, x_) to V(Xl,X2)
does not change the measurements. This is because

This is a very useful result since now we can optimize the support

functional S(v) by correcting v(xl, x2) by (l,(xa, x2) (2)9(xl, x_) where
g(xl, x2) is the gradient of the minimum support fi_nctional without
worrying about the consistency with the measurement as that is preserved
by definition. In the discretized form, the minimum support functional is
written as

Iv(i'J)l' (,-t.12)=Z Iv :7 l,,+i j
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Figure 4.3: An example of data coverage in the k-space using a limited-
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if g = _; _.::'US, then a new solution vk+l(xl,x'.,)can be written as

vk+l(i,j) : vA.(i,j) + "_g(i,j) (,t.13)

where 7 is found by a line-minimization in the direction of w'ctor .q.
Note that due to the nonuniformity of measurement sample location in
the (kl, k2) space, FFT can not be used for transformation between the
k-space and z - space. It is possible to use the discrete Fourier transform,
however, it is not very efficient. Numerical implenwntation can be lnade
more efficiently by using FFT if the sampled data is first resampled over a
uniform grid. This can be done by resampling a new measurement
function defined as

v"a(kl, k2) = *'" (kl, k2) _ u(kl, k,.,) (4.14)

This method was implemented, however, convergence was ext.remely slow
and a solution could not. be obtained. We believe a modified version of

this technique can be used successfully to yield inversions with great
efficiency. The results which are presented in this chapter are obtained by
gradient search using unfiltered gradients. In other word, we allow some
discrepency between nleasurements and the solution in the optimization
process.

4.4 The Support Minimized Inversion

A minimum support inversion is obtained by minimizing the penalty
function _"defined as

,.)2
i j

where di is the ith measurement obtained through the forward model, d:"

is the ith measurement, and xj is the jth pixel and S(xj) is the minimum
support functional as defined in the previous section.
The choice of measurement di is important in reduction of unnecessary

computation. Instead of choosing time-domain signal as the measurement,
it is computationally more efficient to reduce all available time-signals by
taking s(x _, t) into a uniform grid of s(k). This will significantly reduce
the number of measurements without throwing away any important
information. The main reason for the reduction is the fact that time

signals have a non-uniform density of information in the k-plane. This is
evident by transforming the time signals collected at all direction into the
k-plane. It is seen that near zero spatial frequency there is a cluster of
data while as k increases data points are located rnore sparsely. Assulning
a size constraint of Ax is placed on the object, k-space data spac,_d more
closely than 1/Ax is redundant information, as dictated by the sampling
theorem. By resampling data on a uniform grid with spacing 1/Ax, the
redundancy can be eliminated. When noise is present, the resampling
performs an averaging of data which improves the signal to noise ratio.
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In the following, two sets of results are presented. For the first, case, a
crescent shape object is considered and inversion is presented using
limited bandwidth and limited-view-angle data. In the second cast, a
square scatterer is considered and results are presented for limited
bandwidth and limited view-angle using nfinimum support functional
with a maxin_um ceiling constraint.

Fig. 4.4 shows the true scatterer which is ill the shape of a crescent. The
(L,,) _ norm solution is shown in Fig. 4.5a using a 150 degree view-angle
and 1 < ka < 6. Fig. 4.5b shows the minimum support solution. By
comparing the two image, it is clear that the minimum support sohltion is
much closer to the original object, than the (L,,) 2 solution. The artifacts

in the form of negative and positive side-lobes and blurriness of the (L,.,)"
norm solution is expected based on our experience from results discussed
in chapter II. In fact, by reducing the amount of available data we should

observe a steady degradation of the (L2) e norm solution. This is because
the (L2)' norm assumes zero for unIneasured regions of k-space which is
highly unlikely in the case of a "real-world" scat.t.erer. The minimunl
support functional on the other hand tries to extrapolate the unknown
measurements such that the scatterer has the smallest volume (compact
support). Results shown in Pigs. 4.5a, Figs. 4.5b, Figs. 4.6a, and d.6b
clearly demonstrate this point.

The objective of the second experiment is to see the effects of minimum

support functional on the solution. The scatterer is a square as shown in
Fig. 4.7a and simulated data was generated for a 90 degree view-angle and
1 < ka < 6. The (L_.)" norm solution is shown in Fig. 4.7b. The result is
blurred and there are strong negative side-lobes in the solution. In
Fig, 4.8a, the minimum support solution with no amplitude constraint is
presented. The support is considerably smaller than that of the (L_) 2

norm solution. As it was discussed in chapter II, minimum support.
functional does not influence high pixel values, hence making it possible
for high pixel value to take any value as long as they are consistent with
the measurements. In cases where data is severely limited, as it is for the
case at hand, the degree of the freedom for high pixel values is relatively

high. This makes it desirable to define an additional constraint for high
pixel values. An example of such fimctional is the minimum support
functional with a maximum amplitude penalty. This functional was

introduced in chapter II and its behavior was studied. F'igs. 4.8b, 4.9a,
and (4.9b) show results of inversion using parameters xth = 1.1,1.0.0.5
respectively. It, is seen from these results that by bringing the threshold
_l'th lower the high pixel values decrease without any change in
measurement error or the support, until the xth go_s below what was the
actual peak in the scatterer. For the case of Xth "- 0.5 the support starts
to increase so as to reduce the penalty for the high pixel values. It should
be noted that as Zth approaches c the solution will approach the (L,.,)'
norm solution.

Finally, we conclude this section by presenting the maximum entropy
solution to the problem of the box scatterer with 90 degree view-angle
and limited 1 < kc_ < 6. Fig. 4.10a shows a maximum entropy inversion of
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Figure 4.4: Case 1: Original object (rain=0.0, max=l.0)

the box with entropy function defined as

S(xi) =  ,toglxil (,I.16)

The solution resembles that. of the (L2)" norm solution. The negative
side-lobes and blurrieness which is characteristic of (L,,)'-' norm solutions

is present in the mem result.. This is expected from our previous argument
in Chapter II stating that mere solution behaves much like (L-,)' norm
solution while being closer to the minimum support solution. Sometimes
mere is used in combination with positivity constraints. Fig. 4.10b shows
this solution which was obtained by optimizing mere function with

additional quadratic penalty for negative pixels. This solution is
practically (to the specified tolerance) is all positive. Although this
solution is closer to the original scatterer, it is still blurred due to the high
penalty for high pixels. We conclude this chapter, by restating that, in the
abscence of any a prwri information all of the above solutions are equally
valid, however, if one is searching for the most compact object, then

support minimized inversion provides the best solution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Inversion result using 150 degree view-angle and bandwidth
1 < ka < 6 a) using (L2) 2 norm (rain=-0.26 max= 0.95 ) and b) using the
minimum support functional (rain=0.0 max= 1.0 )
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(b)

Figure 4.6' Inversion result using 120 degree view-angle and bandwidth
1 < ka < 6 a) using (L,.,) 2 norm (rain=-0.29 max= 0.86 ) b) using tile
rnininlunl support functional (min=O.O max= 1.0 )
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Inversion result using 90 degree view-angle and bandwidth
1 < ka < 6 with tile minimum support, functional: a) with no amplitude

constraint ( min=O.O, rnax= 2.0), b) with amplitude constraint, at Xth = 1.1
(min-O.O, max= 1.12)
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(b)

Figure 4.9: Inversion result using 90 degree view-angle and bandwidth 1 <
ka < 6 with the minimum support functional: a) with amplitude constraint

at xth = 1.O (min-O.O, max=l.O) b) with amplitude constraint at Xth = 0.5

(min=O.O, max=0.87)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Inversion result using 90 degree view-angle and bandwidth
1 < ka < 6 a) using maximum entropy functional (min=-0.34 max= 1.12)
b) using the minimum support functional (min=0.0 max= 1.24 )
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Chapter 5

SUPPORT MINIMIZED
NONLINEAR
ACOUSTIC
INVERSION WITHOUT
ABSOLUTE PHASE

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the application of support minimization to non-linear
inversion of incomplete acoustic scattering data is presented. Similar to
the inversion scheme in the previous chapter, the inversion scheme

presented here utilizes a variational approach based on repeated
application of a forward scattering algorithm. [towever, the forward
scattering algorithm is not linearized. Even when a more explicit means
for expressing the inverse mapping is available, the need to appropriately
constrain the underdetermined incomplete data inversion will remain

unchanged. Since optimization of the employed non-linear functionals
requires an iterative procedure, the repeated application of the forward
scattering algorithm does not present a significant increase in algorithm
complexity. Indeed, the support minimization and implicit inverse

mapping are carried out simultaneously by treating agreement with the
measured data as an additional a priori condition to be optimized.

The problem considered here is the two-dimensional acoustic backscatter
problem for which a broadband pulse with a plane wavefront insonifies a
scattering object, and scattering data is collected at a large distance in
the backscatter direction (i.e., in the direction of the source of the

incident pulse). In the examples shown here, the data to be inverted is
limited in both collection angle and temporal frequency bandwidth. The
measurement space in this example is the (O,w) plane, where 0 is the
observation (and incidence) angle and w is time-harmonic frequency. Tile
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object, space is the (xl, x2) spatial coordinate plane. The forward
mapping in this problem mal)s tile scattering object onto the scattered
field measured at a large distance.

5.2 Forward Model

The scattering problem is governed by

¢(x',,o)+ k_,J¢(x,_).q(x)¢a'(.l:,,',w)d_, = ¢i'_(x', w) (5.1)

where ¢inc(x, lV) represents tile incident pulse as a function of position x,
and temporal frequency _o, ¢(x, w) represents tile total wavefield in the
medium (incident plus scattered pulse), and k0 = w/co is the wavenumber
of the host, medium having constant acoustic velocity co. It is assumed
that the scattering object is contained within a closed volume V, in which
tile acoustic velocity c(x) is a non-constant function of x. The scattering
object g(x) is defined as

co ).,
g(x) - ( c-_x) - 1

k(z))2
- (-_-0 - 1. (5.2)

The Green function Ca(xlx',¢o ) is written

¢a(_l_',_) = 1H_(kolx- x'l) (5.a)
q_

where H0 is the zero order Hankel function of tile first kind. In this work,
an incident plane wave pulse is assumed, written

Cm_(z,_o)= eik°'(°)_ (5.4)

where n(O) is a unit vector pointing in the direction of incidence.

Eq. (5.1) can be interpreted as a second kind integral equation for the
total wavefield ¢(x,w) when x' E V The measured data is received at. a

large fixed distance r outside V in the backscatter direction -n(O). 'the
measured data is therefore represented by rewriting Eq. (5.1) as

-k o _, ch(x,w)g(x)¢G(xl - rn(O),w)dx (5.5)
d(O,w) ¢"_(-rn(0),_)

The forward mapping in this problem maps the scattering object g(x)
onto the measured data d(O,w). This is performed computationally by
first solving Eq. (5.1) as an integral equation for the total wavefield
¢(x,w) over V for a given incident field CmC(x,w) and scatterer g(x), then
evaluating Eq. (5.5) to determine the data d(O, w) at tile measurement
positions. The forward mapping is seen to depend linearly on the incident
field ¢in_(x,_o), but non-linearly on the scattering object g(x), since the
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Figure 5.1: Acoustic back-scatter measurement.
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total field ¢(x, w) obviously depends on 9(x). The desired inverse
mapping is likewise non-linear.
Due to the non-linearity of the problem, it, is difficult, to state a priori
what constitutes a complete set of measured data. However, insight into
this question is provided by the examination of the linearized

approximation of the inverse mapping (Born inversion) [33, 8] (a sirnilar
result is obtained independently in Chapter IV). Using tile far-field
approximation of the Green function

Ca(xlrn(O),w ) ,_ C(w, r)e -ik°x'''(O) (5.6)

t.31_

C'(_,r)= _o eikO_+iko.14
,/_ (,5.7)

in Eq. (5.5), the measured data _b_e is expressed

f (as)

where (_ and g are the spatial Fourier transforms of(;b and .q. The

inversion is linearized by neglecting the scattered field contribution t,o th e
total wavefield, in which case ¢ = dj no. Using the incident field of
Eq. (5.4), the Born inversion is expressed

_'_(-_n(0),_) _ c(_,,.)0(2_/_o,,(o)) (,5.9)

In examining Eq. (5.9), a number of conclusions regarding data
completeness are evident for the linearized inversion. The scattering

object g(x) is assumed frequency independent in the examples considered
in this presentation. Conditions for data completeness for backscatter
measurements from a frequency independent scatterer are summarized as

follows; 1.) A one-to-one mapping is obtained (i.e., MI of k-space is
covered) when backscattered data is available in all directions of

observation/incidence, and at all temporal frequencies. 2.) If the
scattering object is restricted to a real valued function (i.e..q(k) has
Hermitian symmetry about the origin), then a complete data set requires
backscatter measurements covering only 180 degrees, and at all temporal
frequencies. 3.) If the object is bandlimited in spatial frequency, the
object can be reconstructed from finite temporal frequency bandwidth
data. 4.) The maximum spatial dimension of the object will determine
the required temporal frequency sample spacing. 5.) Likewise, the angular
sample spacing depends on angular frequency bandwidth of the object. An
important question concerns how these facts change when the inversion
becomes non-linear. Note that in the non-linear case, the support of the
total field _ is no longer infinitesimal. Consequently, a given region of the
measurement space is sensitive to values of ¢ within a correspondingly
larger region of the object k-space, via the convolution of Eq. (,5.8).
In NDE practice, interest is often in the reconstruction of compact,
discontinuous flaws using limited aperture, limited temporal frequency
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bandwidth backscatter data. The ultrasonic signals measured from such
objects contain far less high spatial frequency information than is needed
to sharply define tile object boundary. Likewise, low frequency
information required to define tile gross shal)e and homogeneity of the
scatterer is often insutficiently available. The following examples show
how inversion errors due to such data deficiencies are compensated
through the use of support minimization.

5.3 Inversion

The mechanics of the inversion scheme and the incorporation of support
minimization are now summarized. The measured data at discrete points

Oi, wi in the 0,¢o plane are denoted d m To proceed with the problem
discretization, the scattering object, is represented as a discrete sum

g(x) = Egjvj(x), (5.10)
J

where vj (x) are suitably chosen basis functions. Likewise, the total
scattered field at discrete frequency _oi is written in terms of a basis
bn(x,_oi) as

= (5.11)
l'l

A frequency dependent basis is desirable for representing the wavefield,
since spatial frequency bandwidth requirements of the basis scale directly
with temporal frequency. Using eqs. 5.10 and 5.11, discrete forms of
Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) are written

Z(bmni + Zgj6'm,,._i)cbni = ebi,?: (5.12)

o

n j

= k_o.£ b,_(z,w_)vj(x)cba(xl,x',w_)dx (5.14)Gm,_ji

0 -- k'_jzbn(X,toi)vj(x)q_G(xl-- rt/(Om) ;°i)lX (5.15)amnj i

where bmni = bn(Xm,_Oi), Equations (5.12) and (5.13) state the discrete

mapping between the data dim and the object gj.
The inversion proceeds through the optimization of a functional in the
form of

e= f f s(g )
where .T" is the forward mapping from object to measurements, 7) is the
measure of distance (in this work 7) is (Lu)"), and S is the minimum
support functional as defined in chapter 2. The process is initiated with
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an approximation of tile gj (e.g. gj = 0). Approximate scattored data dim
are evaluated ttlrough solution of the forward scattering 1)roblenl. The

functional and its gradient, are then evaluated, the gj are approl)riately
updated, and i_tleprocess is repeated. A conjugate gradient oi)tirnizatioll
algorithm was employed in the work reported here.

The forward scattering problem requires the inversion of a. set of linear
equations in the total field 0

_ d_inc
- -_,,i (5.17)

]\'toni = Z gjGm,Ui + b,n,i (5.18)
J

The computational bottleneck in the inversion process is the inversion of
Eq. (5.17). An explicit inversion of the matrix can b(. avoided by
exploiting special properties of this matrix, such as the convolutional
nature of the Green function. Additionally, it. is not necessary to obtain
an exact solution to Eq. (5.17) at ever:,, step of the solution, since the
scattering object is itself an approximation during most of the procedure.
Thus efficient means of approximately up-dating the scattering matrix can
be employed.

Optimization of a functional as expressed by Eq. (5.16) requires taking
the gradients of Hqs. (5.12), (5.13) with respect to the discrete object
variables gk. Eq. (5.16) is expressed in discrete form as

N = Z Pi + E Q, (5.19)
j i

ON cgP_ OQj Odd = 0 (5.20)
z Y

where
Odim cOdPni

_ ___ ¢niOnk i_O+ Z E -_gkgjG°nJ k (5.21)0gk
TI TI j

The partials in the second term of Eq. (5.21} are obtained by solving the
following system, derived by differentiation of Eq. (5.12)

0¢,,i

n n

Note that one matrix inversion serves to solve both Eq. (5.18) and
Eq. (5.22). In practice, however, it was observed that, the increase in
computation time resulting from calculation of the second term in the
right hand side of Eq. (5.21) far exceeds the increase in computation due
to the error in the gradient when this term is ignored.

The first examples shown are inversions using the available measured data
with no additional functional nleasures applied other than agreement with
dm measured data. The local measures applied to the measured data and
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reconstructed oi)ject, Eq.(33), are specified as

Qt. = I|_(d_-d_"_'_""_'_)l :_ k = 1,2,...,i x m (5.23)

P3 = 0 (5.24)

(5.25)

In the above equations, the index k denotes discrete measurement
positions in the 0 - w plane. The choice of weight function II,%
significantly impacts the rate of convergence. An effective weighting was
found to be

1/2
Nk

Wk = {5.26)
C2(,ok,r)

(5.'27)

This weighting applies a filtering similar to that applied in a Born
inversion. Indeed, it is noted that, with this weighting, the gradient vector
bears considerable resemblance to the Born solution. Other measures of

agreement with the measured data may be more appropriate under
different circumstances, particularly in the presence of noise [42].

5.4 Results

Results are presented for two different scattering objects depicted in
Figs.(5.2a) and (5.3a). The first object is a square inclusion with a
discontinuous boundary and a velocity which is 30% slower than that of
the background medium. This represents the most appropriate type of
object for support minimization. The second object consists of two humps

representing 30% and 25% reductions in velocity, and a neighboring dip
representing a 80% increase in velocity. This object demonstrates the
effect of support minimization when the object boundary is continuously

varying, rather than discontinuous.
The scatterers of Figs.(5.2a) and (5.3a) are first reconstructed using a 180
degree backscatter aperture, and a relatively broad spectral bandwidth.
The measured backscattered data is specified in 10 degree increments. For
the object of Fig.(5.2a), six frequencies are equally spaced over a
frequency bandwidth of 1.13 < ka < 6.78, where k is the wavenumber in
the background medium and a is the approximate radius of the circle

circumscribing the object. For the object of Fig.(5.3a), ten frequencies are
equally spaced over a frequency bandwidth of and 0.8 < ka < 8.0. The
inversion is initiated by setting the gt = 0. The reconstructions obtained

using the measured data only (i.e. no support minimization or other
penalties other than agreement with the measured data) are shown in
Figs.(5.2b) and (5.3b). The reconstruction performance is better in
Fig.(5.3b) than Fig.(5.2b) The reason for this is effectively illustrated in
Fig.(5.4), which compares the spatial frequency amplitude spectra of the
true and reconstructed objects in the xl direction. The true object of

Fig.(5.2) is seen to have a substantially broader bandwidth than that of
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Figure 5.2: Acoustic case 1: a) true scatterer potential v(x) b) reconstruc-
tion using 6 frequency and 19 measurement position over 180 degree, c)
reconstruction using 6 frequency and 19 mea.surement position over 180
degree with minimum support.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Acoustic case 2: a) true scatterer potential v(x), b) reconstruc-
tion using l0 frequency and 19 measurement position over 180 degree.

Fig.(5.3). Good agreement is seen over the entire object bandwidth for
the object of Fig.(5.3). Considerable disagreement between the true

object and the reconstruction is evident at high frequencies for tile object
of Fig.(5.2). The spatial frequency bandwidth covered in the linear (Born}
approximation by the measured data temporal frequency bandwidth is
also indicated in Fig.(5.4). It is interesting to note that, in both cases,
agreement between the true and reconstructed objects extends beyond the
bandwidth limit imposed by the measured data under the linear
approximation. This observation suggests that the conditions for
completeness of data under the linear approximation may be a
conservative estimate of those for the non-linear inversion. An interesting
speculation is that this is the result of the convolution in Eq. (5.8), which
increases the "domain of influence" in the mapping between object and
measurement spaces.
Support minimization is now applied to the reconstruction of the object

ill Fig.(5.2). Eq. (5.24) is modified to

Pj = 7(1 + (e/Igjl") -I (5.28)

The gradient calculation is in turn appropriately modified. Tile parameter
"t in Eq. (5.28) balances the contributions of the P and Q operators to the
optimized penalty. The threshold e is set at 5% of the maximum
magnitude of 9i and the parameter rI is set to 4. The improvement
resulting from support minimization is seen in Fig.(5.2c). This
improvement is reflected in the improved agreement in the spatial
frequency amplitude spectra, also plotted in Fig.(5.4a). Note the
similarity between this result and spectral extrapolation methods based

on causality constraints in time domain signal analysis. [28]
Reconstruction's of more severely limited data sets are now examined. In

the following examples, the temporal spectral information is limited to
three equi-spaced frequencies covering 1.13 < ka < 3.39 for the object of
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Figure 5.4: Spatial frequency domain profile for" a) acoustic scatterer of
case 1, b) acoustic scatterer of case 2.
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(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Figure 5,5: Acoustic reconstruction of scatterer in case 1: a) with 3 fre-
quency and 19 measurements positions over 180 degree, b) with 3 frequency
and 13 measurements positions over 120 degree, c) with 3 frequency and
10 nmasurement positions over 90 degree, d,e, and f are tile above with
minimum support functional minimized.
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Figure 5.6: Acoustic reconstruction of scatterer in case 2: a) with 3 fre-
quency and 19 measurements positions over 180 degree, b) with 3 frequency
and 13 measurements positions over 120 degree, c) with 3 frequency and
10 measurement positions over 90 degree, d,e, and f are the above with
minimum support functional minimized.
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(a)

/

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.7: Acoustic reconstruction of scatterer in case 1 using: a) 6 fre-
quency and 10 measurement positions over 90 degree, b) 6 frequency and 10
measurement positions over 90 degree with minimum support constraint,

c) 6 frequency and 10 measurement positions over 90 degree with minimum
support constraint and a quadratic penalty function for large pixels with
9ub = 1.0.
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Fig.(5.2) and 0.8 < ka < 2.4 for the object, of Fig.(5.3). Results for
backscattered apertures of 180, 120, and 90 degrees are shown. 'File

angular measurement spacing is is kept at 10 degrees. The inversions were
initiated with gk = 0. Inversions using the incomplete measured data
alone (no support minimization) are shown in Figs.(5.5a,b,c) and
Figs.(5.6a,b,c) for tile objects of Fig.(5.2) and Fig,(5.3), respectively. The
results of the application of support, minimization are shown in
Figs.(5.Sd,e,f) and Figs.(5.6d,e,f). The angular apertures in these results
are a,d) 180 degrees, b,e) 120 degrees, and c,f) 90 degrees. The
reconstruction without, support minimization are obviously severely
affected by the reduction in data. A sharper definition of the objects is
readily apparent following the application of support minimization. The
performance of support minimization in reconstructing an object, which
does not have discontinuous boundaries is demonstrated in Figs,(5.6d,e,f).
The amplitudes of the three humps are reconstructed well, but the
boundaries of the object are noticeably more compact than the true
object. In this case, the algorithm has found an object consistent, with the
measured data which has a support less than that of the true object. In
Fig.(5.5d), the support of the square, discontinuous boundary is
reconstructed quite well, and a reasonably good representation of the
object amplitude is obtained. As the backscatter aperture is decreased,
the sharp corners of the object support are seen to become rounded. In
the most extreme example, Fig.(5.5f), using 3 frequencies and a 90 degree
aperture, the corners of the true object support appear completely
rounded, and the amplitude of the reconstruction is significantly in error.

5.5 Absolute Phase Error Correction

A significant problem in the practical implementation of any inversion
scheme is the assignment of an absolute phase reference (i.e. a
"zero-of-time") to individual measurements. This is particularly true in
ultrasonic backscatter measurements where a single probe is mechanically
(perhaps even manually) positioned at various angular orientations.
Accurate inversion of the data requires knowing the probe position to
within a small fraction of a wavelength, which, in practice, is not realistic
to expect.

This lack of absolute phase information is compensated for in our
approach by treating the "zero-of-time" associated with each
measurement as variables in the variational optimization of the support
functional. In practice, recorded signals scattered from a flaw under
different angular orientations are aligned visually to roughly correspond to
a common origin within the component. Following this visual alignment,
the remaining uncertainty in probe position will likely be within a few
wavelengths or less. Corrections for the uncertainties in probe position are
denoted di, corresponding to the uncertainty in the radial distance from
the probe to the flaw at the ith nleasurement position. The associated
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Figure 5.8: Experiment set-up: Back-scattered signal measured from two
rubber band each lmm thick using a 500Khz transducer.

phase correction is incorporated into the functional O(v, d) az

O(v,d) ZElwi(_f:](1)) ejkd, -(hsc:m 12
i j m

The di's are treated as additional unknown variables, and are included in
the total unknown vector along with the unknown variables vi. After

optimization is complete, the value of di indicates how much correction
was applied to the it/, measurement position.
In order to test the robustness of the proposed algorithm, an experiment

was set up a.s shown in Figs. (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10). In this experiment a
series of time signals were collected at finite number of angular positions.
The objective of the experiment is to reconstruct the scatterer without an
absolute knowledge of the zero-of-time. The only additional a priori
information about tile object is an assumed compactness. A total of 19
measurements were made uniformly spaced in a 180 degree view angle.

Following visual alignment, the time signals were Fourier transformed and
deconvolved to remove the receiver response. Spectral values at a finite

number of frequencies around the 500 khz operating frequency were
selected a.s input data to the inversion algorithm. Results presented here
utilized 6 frequency components equally spaced in the 250 to 650 khz

range. As seen in Fig. (5.12a), the reconstruction of the object without
support minimization or absolute measurememt phase is not in agreement
with the true scatterer geometry. Artifacts in Fig. (5.12a) indicate a far

larger scatterer than actually exists. In Fig. (5.12b) the result of inversion
with support minimization and absolute phase error correction is
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Figure 5.9: Pulse-echo time signals were collected at 19 angles over a 180
degree view angle.
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Figure 5.10: Time signals are digitized and Fourier transformed: inversion
algorithm uses spectral components in the band-pass of the system.
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Figure 5.12: Results of inversion for scatter potential v using experimen-
tal data: a) without the minimum support functional and absolute phase
corrections, b) with the minimum support functional and absolute phase
corrections.
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presented. The reconstruction artithcts have been removed. The

separation of the two objects is ill agreement with the actual separation,
The amplitude of the scattering potential likely does not truly represent
the rubber band because the variable velocity Helmholtz equation do(,s

not accurately represent scattering fronl rubber in water. In Fig. (5,13), i
correction values for the position of the transducer at each measurenlent
position are given. These corrections are the side product of the phase
corrected inversion with rnininaum support. Note that corrections to t,tm
nominal distance do are almost symmetric about the l_liddle transducer al
0 degrees. This is expected since the object, is symmetric about the 0
degree axis in Fig. (5.12). The visual alignlnent of the waveforms resulted
in an approximately symmetric initial phase error.

5.6 Conclusion

A robust algorithm is presented for nonlinear acoustic inversion using
acoustic backscatter data limited in both spatial and temporal frequency

domains. This algorithm produces a more accurate and intelligible result
when applied to scattering data for which an a priori assumed

compactness is justified. The algorithm compensates for incompleteness in
the measured data through the minimization of a functional measure of
object support. Examples of application to simulated backscatter
measurements demonstrated the effectiveness in reconstructing severely

limited data. A scheme for compensating for unknown absolute
measurement phases was introduced. This scheme variationally
determines the zero-of-time associated with each measurement position as
part of the support minimization procedure. Application of this algorithm
to experimental back scatter data yielded excellent reconstruction of the
scatterer geometry assuming no known zero-of-time data. Work is
currently under way to extend the algorithm to elastic media.
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Chapter 6

SUPPORT MINIMIZED
NONLINEAR ELASTIC
INVERSION

6.1 Introduction

NDE of structural components is primarily concerned with inversion of
elastic wave scattering in solids. Similar problem has been addressed by
workers in the geophysical context [7, 26, 25]. There are many similarities
between N DE and geophysical applications. In the NI)E applications, the
object of interest containing tile possible flaw is probed through all
acoustic medium. This is done either by immersing tile object in a fluid
tank or by adding couplant fluid between transducer and tile object, i
Likewise in the geophysical application, the object of interest might be
under a body of water (oceanography). The backscattered wave can be
detected either at the receiver position (pulse-echo mode) or at other
locations by another transducer (pitch-catch mode). The time signals can

be captured using a tinite bandwidth receiver. The collected time signals
carry information about the interface of the elastic solid and fluid in
addition to the possible flaw information, in this chapter, we will not
discuss how the fluid-solid interface is handled and will assume that
scattered data in available somewhere inside the solid under test. There

art many similarities between the acoustic inversion and the elastic
inversion. In both cases, a forward model is used to simulate the

measurements and the inversion is carried out using a optimization
approach. However, there are very significant differences in the physics
involved. The main difference is the existence of two tyt)es of waw_
i)ropagating with different, velocities. Even when the incident waw_ is
purely of one type, the scattered wave is ahnost always (except for a fi_w
unusual situations) of both types.
in the following, the forward elastic model is briefly restated. Next, a
measure of fidelity to the measured data is defined and its gradients art,
derived. Finally, results are presented for the inversion of an elt_stic
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scattorer inside' another known olastic solid using tinile Immlwidlh _lata.

6.2 Forward Elastic Model

The wave motion in a homogeneous isotropic _,lastic :;oli_l is g()vorm,,.I hv

rij,j + t_ _"i = 0 (6.1)

where stress tensor v0 is

r,3 = A6ijuk, k +/l(u,._ 4-tg,i) (6.2)

where h and tt are the l,ame's constants and p is the (lensity. A repeated
index convention is used" i.e. sumnlation over the repealed index is
implicit. Displacement U includes t)oth shear (S-wave) and pressure way('
(P-wave). The general solution to Eq. (6.1) in the presence of an incident

(lisplacement field u i''c can be represented in ternm of the Green's

functions u_{j(xlx' ) for the background medium with elastic t)aranleters
Po, Ao and/J0.

_,,(_')=--,'"_'_'t)+ [ _(xl_')s_ (_)d_,. ((_.a)
i d

where

-si(x) = 6,_(x)uk,_i(x) + bll(x)(ui4j(x) + (6.4)

uj,ii(x)) + _pCx)_o2ui (6.5)

j:k,j + -- -- xl

The displacement ui(x') can be obtained by solving the above equations.
In order to solve for ui(x'), we proceed to discretize the above integral
equations. For the work that follows, the discretization is based on a
simple finite difference scheme that was proven accurate and efficient in
Chapter Ill.

6.3 Inversion Algorithm

The material parameters are found by a variational inversion of the
scattered data as discussed in the previous chapters. Generally, a function
g.(_)

g(_) = J £(u(_)) (6.7)

where ") represents the material parameters to be solved for and u(.) is
the scattered field which depends on "_. 12is a functional representing the
distance between measured and calculated scattered field. In this work,

functional 12is chosen to be a (L2) _ functional defined as

c(,) Z I(_'__' '"'_°" ':= -,,_ )l (_i.8)
i
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In this work, the inversioli uses the displaceinelltS due to the p-type
back-scattered portion of the scattered wave. Although ill practice it is
l)ossibtc to obtain both P and ,q coniponeiils of the scattered wave, ii is
not convenient, lit fact, if we show we can provicle illw, rsion with oiit, type
of back-scattered wave, surely, it is possible to provide a sollition ilSilig

both colril)onenl.s.
,I:(3) should tie optiniized with respect to "), This Call I)¢,done nulilorically
using the gradient iiiformatioli of l;. First, the gradients of _; wil.h respect
tO :) are found. The gradients are deriw'd in the apl>endix.
To see how this inversion schenie perfornls, a test case is colisidered. Tile

test involves inversion of an elastic scatterer iii an hontogeneous elastic
background given tile backscattered field at niany telnporal frequencies
and angular positions. Tile nuniber of measurements required for the
inversion is riot clearly tlnderstood for the non-linear inversion problein.
tlowever, we can estimate the values for .,x_zand A0 by inspection of the

time signal at, the observation point. ,,,%,zshould be chosen such that the
observed time signal is uniquely defined. In other words, ',;.%__< _. where
T is the maximum length of the time signal among all signals Ineasured.
ttowever, this condition for Aw is a conservative estimate and in some

eases this might not. be necessary. For example, when there is resonance
behavior, it might not be necessary to choose _ = 1/T. Instead, one
might find A_z from the early portion of the signal. In other words,
discard component of the signal that is due to resonance. This topic is
still under study and definite anwers may be known in the future.

6.4 Inversion Examples

To test the inversion algorithm, the case of scattering from steel

impurities in Silicon-Nitride is considered. It is assumed that all the
parameters vary as

A(:r) = v(_:)(Al- _o)+ Ao (6.9)

#_(z) = v(z)(ix_ - #_0)+ _0 (6.10)

p(z) = v(x)(pl - po) + po. (6.11)

ttence, the inversion involves finding v(z). The assumption that all three

parameters A, Ix and p vary in the same way is not true i_t general.
However, this is a reasonable assumption as a starting point to a full
inversion. Due to the nonlinearity of the problem, it. :s not clear how
much information is needed to obtain an exact inversion. Furthermore, it

is not known to what. degree the existence of local minima pose a problem
in inversion. Due to high dimensionality the solution space it is very
difficult to develop any intuitive picture of the penalty functional space.
However, we can examine the penalty functional space on a one or two
dimensional subspaces. For example, for a given scatterer ocj, we can
calculate penalty functional 8(1,(A)) where v(A) is defined as

i,(A) : v0 + A(v0- ri) (6.12)
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i

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Curves showing the value of the penalty function versus A for
f few frequencies: a) marching on a line from v = 0 to v = v0 , b) rnarching

on aline fromv= 1 toy= v0

vl is an arbitrary point, chosen in tile object space. By varying A we can
traverse the distance between v0 and vl. Figs. 6.1a and 6.2b show two
such plots for two cases 1) vt is all zero and 2) vl is all one. Each curve on
the plot is the value of the penalty function on the line for one frequency.
Figs. 6.2 shows tile total penalty function for Figs. 6.1. From lhese plots,
it is clear that by using few frequency, especially, when low frequency
information is missing, there are many local minima. In our example, by
increasing the number of frequencies the local minima disappeared. The
weighting (or filtering) in the frequency domain plays an important role in
removing the local minima. The optimum filter and means of obtaining
such filters for each case are to be explored in the future.

In the first example, a Gaussian shape scatterer which is shown in
Fig. (6.3) is reconstructed using scattered field at finite number of angles
and frequencies. The reason for choosing Gaussian lie in the physical
process the introduces the impurities. The impurity is introduced during
the process of grinding the Silicon-Nitride with steel ball-bearings. Later,
when Silicon-Nitride is heated to produce ceramic, the steel particles melt.

and diffuse in the background. This suggests it, is reasonable to model the
impurity with a Gaussian potential. The first case is with a 180 degree
view angle and 0.1 < ka < 1.5. The result of inversion without the
mininmm s,lpport is given in Fig. (6.4). The quality of inversion is
acceptable and there are not many artifacts. After applying the minimum
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Total error marching from
v=O to solution

/
Total error marching from
v= 1 to solution

Figure 6.2: Comparing the total penalty function for the two cases.

support the result is shown in Fig. 6.4a. The support has reduced slightly
and there are not significant differences in the two result. Next, Inversion
results are given for 150 and 120 degree view-angles respectively. The
results of inversion without minimum support shows typical (L_) 2 norm
solution behavior although due to nonlinearity we do not know how close
the solution without minimum support is to the (L2) 2 norm solution.
After applying the minimum support in both cases the object's support
has reduced significantly and is much closer to the true object. In fact,
the support is slightly smaller than the true object. In this case, there is
sufficient spectral information and the incompleteness is due to the
limited view-angle.

In the next case, measurements are provided over a 180 degree view-angle
with ka range of 0.7 < ka < 6.0. The reconstruction using these
measurements clearly shows in Fig. 6.8a that there was not sufficient
spectral information available and even with a 180 degree view-angle the
inversion is not very good. Tile minimized support inversion extrapolated
the spectral information accurately to provide a compact solution shown

in Fig. 6.8b.

6.5 Conclusion

An exact nonlinear elastic inversion of backscattered field was presented.

Inversion results using a minimum support functional was compared with
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Figure 6.3: Original scatterer: Steel scatterer in Silicon-Nitride.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Inversion of a steel scatterer in Silicon-Nitride backgrouz_d using
180 degree view angle and 0.1 < ka < 1.5 (e.g. for a 30p radius particle 3
Mhz < f < 50 Mhz): a) without minimum support, b) with the nainimum
support
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Inversion of a steel scatterer in Silicon-Nitride background using
150 degree view angle and 0.1 < ka < 1.5 (e,g. for a 30# radius particle 3
Mhz < f < 50 Mhz): a) without minimum support b) with the minimum
support,

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: Inversion of a steel scatterer in Silicon-Nitride background using
120 degree view angle and 0.1 < ka < 1.5 (e.g. for a 30p radius particle 3
Mhz < f < 50 Mhz): a) without minimum support b) with the minimum
support
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Figure 6.7: Original scatterer for case of steel in Silicon-Nitride

inversion results without the use of minimum support. Generally, when it

is a priori known that scatterers are compact, the minimum support
constraint can effectively reduce the artifact and ripples that are created

due to missing data. In other words, the minimum support constraints
helps fill the missing data in such a way that the resulting scatterer has
the smallest volume (as defined by the minimum support functional).
This technique is very suitable for NDE inversion of flaws such as cracks
and voids where the compactness a priori assumption holds.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: Inversion of a steel scatterer in Silicon-Nitride background using
180 degree view-angle and 0.7 < ka < 6 (e.g. for a 30/1 radius particle 20
Mhz < f < 200 Mhz): a) without using minimum support, b) with using
minimum support
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Appendix A

GREEN'S FUNCTION
DERIVATION

The displaceInent Green's functions far the infinite elastic medium with
Lame parameters A,p and p satisfy the following equation.

rij,j:m q- pco2Ui:m -" 6(x -- X')bim (A.1)

where

Tij -- )k6ijUk,k q" lt(Ui,j q- Uj,i) (A.2)

By replacing rij in Eq. (A.1) with Eq. (A.2) we obtain

02 02

&

0_
((A + .)-z------z--_ )Ual = 6(x- x') (A.3)

Oxloxg-01 .

02 02

0_.

((A + P)cgxlOz_ }ulc;l = 6(x - x') (A.4)

assuming a space harmonic form for displacement u Eq. (A.4) transforms
into an algabraic equation which can be solved to yield

1

l{_k_ 1 1 _)+k -_ } (A.5)itll(kl, k2)

k 1 1
/l:2(k:, k2) = _1{kx__2(k,, " k" , ) (A.6)

Hence the displacement Green function can be obtained by taking the
two-dimensional Fourier transform of the till(kl,/,2) and fil2(kl, k_).

x T ._
J_-lHo(kr,') - {,Tr_(k?(tt.,(kLr)- Ho(kLr))u:l(xl,x',) = 4pi
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j':,

-/,'_.(lf'2(/s"rr)- ll,,(X,rr))_ + _(_'_rltl(X"vr)-

_'Lttt(_'l._'))} (A.7)

J' I ,I' '2 _ I_"l'.,(_'l,_:'.') = --.--;-:,{ , _(kt.(ll,2(ktr)- llo(/,'t.r))--
/vlz/,'_, 21'_

2(k_,(//.2(KTr) - f/o(kTr))) + kr/ll(k'rv) -
7,11

I,'LIIl(1%1'))} (A._)

[)lie to t.he synuuetery, [/13(d'l, d?3) ----':-1/21(,/:I, ,V3) and li'_,2(a'l,a':2)('all l)e
obtained from u.'22(,rl,,t'.'2)by interchanging indecies I and :2.
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Appendix B

DISCRETIZATION OF
THE INTEGRAL

EQUATION

The wave motion in a homogenuous isotropic elastic solid is governed by

rij,j + fxz2ui - 0 (B.1)

where stress tensor rij is

rij = A6ijuk, k + p(ui,j + uj,,) (B.2)

where A and/z are the Lame's constants and p is the density.
Displacement U includes both shear (S-wave) and pressure wave (P-wave).
Generally, parameters p, A and p are not constant; indicating the material
is inhomogenous. If the medium is homogenuous everywhere except for a
finite region of space, then it is beneficial to represent p. A and p as

p = po+p(_) (B.3)
= _0+ ,_(x) (n.4)

p = p0 +/t(x) (B.5)

The general solution to Eq. (B.I) at presence of an incident displacement
field u ine can be represented in terms of the Green's functions Gi:j(xlx' )
for the background medium with elastic parameters P0, Ao and P0.

'° fui(x') = u i c(x') + Gi:j(xlx')sj(x)dx. (B.6)

The displacement ui(x _) can be obtained by solving the above equations.
In order to solve for ui(x_), we proceed to discretize the above integral
equations. The choice of the basis function is very important in obtaining
a physically sensible solution. As it will be discussed further, if only
far-field displacements are desired, the choice of basis function is not as
crucial as wheu we are interested in displacements close to the
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discontinuity regions. In the case at hand where functions and its
derivatives are t.o be defined, a basis function shouht be chosen that is

differentiable at, least up to the order needed. Some basis functions like
Gaussian-Sinc fimctions are infinitely differentiable

_a2x2_. _J'
b(x) = c ,.XllC(_) (B.7)

where a is chosen such that it effectively limits the support of the basis

function so the numerical integration can be carried out over a tinite
support. The choice of Ax depends on the bandwitl_ that is required.
ui(x'), ,_(x'), p(x') and p(x') may be expressed in t.erms of the basis
function b(x) as

ui(x' = _.i(xk)_,(x'- a'k) (B.S)

,_(x' = E A(xk)b(a/- x_.) (B.9)
k

/t(x' = Zp(x_.)b(x' - a'k) (B.10)
k

p( x' ) = Z p( x k )b(x' -- x k ) (B.11)
k

By combining Eqs. (B.6) and (B.11), the following linear system of
equation is obtained,

1 q q

Z aiA:llu_+ ai_:u_ = .u_:ine (B.12)
k

Z 21 ')'_ ') .2:incaik u I + a;_u_. = ui (B.13)
k

where u_. and u_ are vectors containing first, and second disi)lacement
jl,

components, aiks are defined as

jl _ - f Gj l(xm,Yn;X,y)All(x,y;xp, yq)+aik -
J

Gj:2( xm , y,, ; x, y)A2t( x, y; xv, yq) (B.14)

where Gi:j is the Green function given by

1 "_g'_ tttt/r

C{:l(," ) = ,_k_4i[-kr_,2,,ot_tr)-
'9

X i' / '_

kt_.3 Ho(ktr) - kr lio(ktr)] (B.15)

f k'ff__I_l tt tXlX2
kttI'o(ktr)] (B 16)= = ,.:,

a 1 _ .,x_

G..:2(,') = ,_k_4i[-krTeH'o'(ktr)-
q

L'l_fl;(kt,')- k_Ho(ktr)] (B.17)

(B. 18)
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and Aia is given by

p+tl 1, q+t_q

All(_l"_/;a'l',1,/q) "-= -- _

[(A(a.,,,,y,,)-> 211(a.,,,,yn))b'(x - xp)b'(x- x,,)b(y - yq)b(y- !h,) +

(A(x,,,, y,,) + '21t(a',n,y,,))b"(x- xr)b(x - x,,)b(y - yq)b(y - y,,) +

p(x,,,, y,, )b(x - x_,)b(x - at',,)b'(y - yq )b'(y - y,, ) +

It(X,,,, y,,)b(x - xv)b(x- x,, )b"(y - yq)b(y - y,, )+

(|_.!9)

p+np q+r_ q

Z Z
m-'p-np n---q-nq

[)_(x.,, y,,)b(x- xp)b'(x - xn)b'(y-- yq)b(y- y,,) +

(a(a',,,,y,,) +/,(x,,_,!/n))b'(x- xt,)b(x- x,,)b'(y - yq)b(y- y,,) +

l,(Xm, y,, )b'(x - x v)b(x - x,, )b(y - yq )b'(y - y,, ) (B.21)

pA-np q+nq

A21(x,'J;XP,_q) = - _
m--p- np n=q-nq

[A(z,,,,_/,,)b'(z- zv)b(a:- z,,)b(y- yq)b'(_,/-y,,) +
(A(xm, y,,) + p(xm,yn))b'(x - x_,)b(a'- xn)b'(y - yq)b(y - Yn) +

p(x,,,, y,.,)b(x - a'v)b'(x - at:,,)b'(y - yq )b(y - Yn ) (B.22)

p+np q+nq

m--p-np n:q-t_.q

[()t(x,n,yn) "4-2/L(X,n,y,t))b(x -- xt,)b(x - x,,)b'(y - yq)b'(y - y,,) -4-

(.a(x.,,yn) + 21*(ar,,,,y,,))b(x - xv)b(x - x,,)b"(y - yq)b(y - y,,) +

ll(X,,,, y.)b'(x - x_,)b'(x- x,,)b(y- yq)b(y - Yn )+

p(a:.,, y,, )b"(x - a'_,)b(x - a:.)b(y - yq)b(y - y. ) +

wep(x,,,, y,, )b(x - xp)b(x - a:,_)b(y - yq )b(y - yn )] (It.23)
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Appendix C

DISCRETIZATION OF
THE INTEGRAL

EQUATION
(ALTERNATE
METHOD)

In order to find tAt, displacements on the scatterer, th(' tMd ('quatic, ns
need t,o i)e discretized. The discretized equations yield a systeln of
equations for tile 2 x N displacement, conlponents. These equations can
t)e writ, ten as

,,l,j/ij = _,I_''_ (('. l)

W h(H'o

:tll(p,q;l, lc) = b(p,ql,(I,k)'J-

1 1

Z Z ._,1(i j'p,,l)G,,(p-k+i,q-l+j)-t-
i=-lj=-I

1 1

_ _1(i jz,,q)(;,_(z,-_.+i,q-l+j)((':.')
i=-lj=-I

1 1

Alu(1,,q'l,k) = Z Z "_l"(i j't,,q)(;,,(p-I,'+i,q-l+j)+
Z=-I)=--I

1 1

x_, _ _'-"-'(i,j_1,,,t)c;,_(p-_,+ i,,_....l+ j) (('.:_)
z=-l./=-I

(('.4)

g9



1 !

.,t.,,(t,,q;l,k) = _ _ ":l'(i,j'p,q)(;.,l(p-k + i,q-l +j)+
i=-I3=-1

1 1

X-" Z "_:_(i .i;p,q)(; ....(t,-k + i.q--l + j) (('._,1
i=-ld=-I

A=,=,(p,q; l. k) = _iv,_l.ll._l +
1 1

12
Z Z "_' (i.j;p,q)G.,,,(p-k+i,_l-l+j)+

i=--lj=-I

1 1

Z Z "_""(i,j;p,q)(;,2,(p-i_" + i,q-I + j) (('.6)
i=- lj=-I

..

where "y': 's are defined as

.).ll(i,j;l,k) =

(l,k)= (O,O) = 2p(i,j)+2n(i,j)-p(i,j)_Aa ''-'

(/,k)= (-1,0) = -n(i,j)+0.25(n(i+ 1,j)-n(i-1,j))

(l,k)=(l,O) = -,_(i,j)-O.25(n(i+ 1,j)- n(i- 1,j))

(/, k) = (O, -1) = -#(i,j)+O.25(p(i,j+l)-/t(i,j- 1))

(l,k) = (O, 1) = -lt(i,j) -O.25(#(i,j + l) - l_(i,j - 1))

_,12(i, j; 1, k') :

(l,k)=(-1,-1) = -0.25(A(i, j) + #(i, j))

(/, k) = (1,1) = -0.25(A(i,j)+it(i,j))

(/, /c) = (-1,1) = 0.25(A(i,j)+p(i,j))

(/, k) = (1, -1) = 0.25(A(i,j)+it(i,j))

(l,k)=(O,-1) = 0.25(A(i+ I,j)-A(i-1,j))

(l,k)=(O, 1) = -0.25(A(i+l,j)-A(i-- 1,j))

(/, k) - (-1, O) = 0.25(lt(i,j+ 1)-p(i,j- 1))

(l,k)=(1,O) = -0.25(lt(i,j+ 1)-p(i,j- 1))

"_u"'(i,j'l,k) =

(l,k) = (O,O) = 2tt(i,j) + 2n(i,j)-p(i,j)w='Aa :_

(l,l,')= (-1,0) = -It(i,j)+O.25(p(i+ 1,j)-it(i- 1,j))

(l,k) = (l,O) = -t_(i,j) -O.25(p(i + l,j)- t,(i- 1,j))

(l,k)= (0,-1) = -_(i,j)+O.25(g(i,j-t- 1)-g(i.j- 1))

(l,k)=(O, 1) = -g(i,j)-O.25(g(i,j+ l)-_,'(i,j- 1))

._l(i,j;l,k) =

(l,k)=(-1,-1) = -0.2,)(A(i,j)+tt(i,j))

(l,k)= (1,1) = -0.25(A(i,j)+p(i,j))

(/,/,') =(-1,1) = 0.25(A(i,j)+p(i,j))

(l,k) = (1,-1) = 0.25(A(i,j)+it(i,j))
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Appendix D

SERIES SOLUTION TO
SCATTERING FROM A
CYLINDER

The scattering from an elastic cylinder in an elastic background is a
special case for which an exact solution n iay be found. The solution call
be found in Pao and Mow [27]. The solution is expressed ill the form of an
infinite series.

Since we only consider a 2-D in plane motion the displacement u can be

expressed as
u = V¢ + V x _',_. (D.1)

Both 4_and '_',satisfy the Hehnholtz equation. Due to circular symmetery,
we start with the tlelmholtz equation in the cylendrical coordinates.

02 1 0 1 (,)2 k2
{ Or--_ + 7 07--Z + r--_-'00--35, + },4 = 0 (D. 2)

solution to the above tlehnholtz equation for the field outside of the
cylinder can be written as

A(r, 0) = E cmH'n(kr)cim° (D.3

gll d

A(r, 0)= CmJm (kr )e im_ (I).4

for the solution of the field inside the cylinder, where H,_(kr) and J,,,(kr)
are the ruth order ]tankel and Bessel functions. For each order there 4
unknown coeffecients in the final solution. Two coefficients for P-wave and

S-wave inside the cylinder and two for outside solution. These unknowns
can be obtained through satisfying the following boundary conditions

,d = *d'
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Appendix E

PARALLEL
COMPUTATION

An exact, calculation of the forward scattered field requires considerable
amount of colnputer time even for a very modest size scatterer. Parallel
computers can be utilized effectively in the forward scattering calculation.
There are two general category of parallel computers; 1) Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and 2) Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data (MIMD).
In MIMD machines different, processors carl carry out different task oil
different data simultaneously. This type of machines are useful in "coarse
grain" parailelization where large independent, segments of the code run in
parallel. In SIMD machines, on the other hand, the processors carry out

the same operation on different data, hence, making "fine grain"
parallelization possible. Generally, SIMD machines are more suited to our
application. Operations like matrix multiplication, addition and inversion
which are the major operations in the forward calculation, can be
parallelized very easily and efficiently on a SIMD machine. In fact in our

parallelized forward scattering code, most of the time was saved in the
parallel matrix inversion and multiplication and summation. Our code
was written for a 16000 processor MasPar (MP1) parallel computer.
The main difficulty in programming a SIMD parallel computer is the
memory management and data distribution. Since each processor has a
small menmry size (about 4 Kbyte), usually, it, is not possible to store all
of the data on all processors. Hence data should be distributed between
all processors. However, if data is not distributed efficiently between
processors, the amount of communication time needed to swap
information could severely reduce the speed.
Optimum performance can be achieved by minirnizing the interaction
between the processors and also the interaction between the parallel
machine and the host machine (ALU).
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Appendix F

GRADIENT
CALCULATION

In this section the gradients of the displacement with respect to the v(xi)
is derived. To avoid any unnecessary complexity, we will derive the

gradient of u_ct with respect to v(xi). It is clear that the derivation of
gradients" of u_a follow analogous to that of u_ct.
Since we are interested in the discrete form of the gradient for numerical
implementation, the discrete representation of the integral which results

in u_ct is used.

u_t(x'_t,w) = _ _ sl(i,j)Gll(i,jlx'¢t, w) +
i j

s2(i,j)al_(i,jlx'c¢,w) (F.1)

where

Sl(X) = -,_,1(u1,1+ u,,,.,)- ,_(u1,11+ u2,21)- 2_,1u1,1-
p,2(ul,._ + u2,1) - p(2ul,ll + Ul,2._+ u2,1._) - txo2ul (F.2)

so the gradient can be written as

Ou_a(x,w) Osl(i,j)

Ov,n,_ = _-'_ _-_iJ _ G11( i ,j [x ,w ) +(_Vmn

Os=,(i,j) aa_(i, jlx,"_) (17.3)
C_Vmn

The assumption is made that k, p and p can be represented as

)_(x) = (,_1 - ,_o)v(z) + ,_0 = 6,_v(x) + ,_o (F.4)

p(x) = (Pl - po)v(x) + po = 6pv(x) + Po (F.5)

p(x) = (ol - po)v(x) + po = _pv(z) + po (F.6)

Using the above equations, the gradients of sl with respect to v,m can be
- written as

E E Os'(i'J-----_)Gll(i'J) =01) m ni j
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--{y[(u:,,. u2,=,)('"-'"')<;(m --l,,_)--
) -,(u,,: + _.2.2)('n+l''_C.(m+ 1,.)] +

_A[(u,,:, + u2,i.,)('"'')G(m, ,,)] +
(m-{-I

6/,[u:a_'_-:")G(m- l,n)- tll,' .n)(-;(,,, .at_1, ,,)] +

_//[('11,2 + 11", 1) (m'n-1)G(?lt,l' -- l) --
.,

('/1,2 + _t2,1 )(m'n+l)G(,n, It + 1)]] +

6_/[(2U1,11 + _ll,22 "J- U'2,1-'2)('"'n )G(m, n)] +
") _l 7l #'-t /

p_'u: ' t_,Lm,n)} (F.7)

By expanding all terms and rearranging them above can be written as

2 2

Z, _ °"(i'_--_)c"o_(_,_): _ Z, A,,o_(t,k:,,,,,,l,,,(,,,+t,,,+k)+
?lrn t:L

i j /=-2 k=-2

1 1

l=-I k=-I

1 1

Os2(i'J)Go_(i,j) = _ _ A2,o_(l,k;m,n)ui(m+l,n+k)+Z,Z o -
i j /=-1 k=-I

2 2

E _ A..o_(l,k;,.,.)_,,(,,,+l,.,+ k)
/=-2 k=-2

where

All.O(/, k;m,n) =

(l,k) = (0,0) = -6p_2___x2Go_(m ,r_)-

6@(G_z(m- 1,n) + Go_(m + 1,n)- 8Go_(m,n)) -

_(2Got_(,n- 1,n) + 2Got3(,n + 1,n) +

G<_z(m,n - 1) + G_,z(m,n + 1) - 24G(m,n))

(l,k)=(-2,0) - -_G_/3(m-l,n)+_G_._(,n-l,n)

(/, k) = (2, 0) = --_-G_(,n+l,n)+ G_(rn+l,n)

(l,k) = (0,-2) = _G_(m,n-1)

(l,k/= (0,2) = 6_C4 cm(m, n + 1)

(l,k)=(-1,O) : -(6A+26_)a_z(m,n)

(l,k)=(1,0) = -(6A+26p)G_(m,n)

(l, k) = (O, -1) = -6#G_o(rn,n)

(l,k)=(0,1) = -6p)Goz(m,n)
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and

A12o;_(l,k;m,n) =
6A

{1,k) = (-1,-1) - --_-(G{,_(m - 1, n)- (;(,L*('*, n)) +

4
bA

(1, /<)- (-1, +1) - --_(G_,w(m-l,n)-(;_,d(m,n))-

4

(l, k) - (+l, -1) - - (a_,/_(m+l,n)-G_!_(m,n))-

4(Go_(-_,n - 1)- G_(,n, n))

(l,k)=(+l,+l) = 4(Gc,_(m+ 1,n)-Go_(Tn, n))+

4(Go_(m, n + 1) - Go_(m,n))

A.2.2ot_(l, k; m, n) =

= , = -6p_'Ax'G_(m,n) -(t,k) (oo) " ''

(Goz(rn, n- 1) + Goo(m,n + 1) - 8Goo(m,n)) -

6/'t(2Gc,_(m n - 1) + 2Go_(m, n + 1) +4

G,_(m - 1,n) + Goz(m + 1,n) - 24G(m.,n))

6y(/, k) = (0, -2) = Got_(m,n-1)+--_-G_,_(m,n-1)

__ 611,..,
(l,k)=(0,2) = bAG_(m,n+l)+-_--_o_tm,n+l)4

(l,k) = (-2,0) = _-_G,_(m- 1,n)

(l,k) = (2,0) = _-ff-G_0(m + 1,n)

(l,k)=(O,-1) = -(6A+2bp)a,_/3(m,n)

(l,k) = (0, 1) = -(6A +26#)Go_(m,n)

(l,k) = (-1,0) = -61_G_o(m,n)

(l,k) = (1,0) = -¢_]A)aot_(Inr,,])

and

A12o_(/, k; m, n) =

(/,k) = (-1,-1) - 4(Go_(m,n-1)-Go0(m,n))+

_-(G_/_(m - 1,n)- Goo(m,n))4
6A

(l,k)=(-1,+l) = - 4--(G,_(m,n- l)-Go_(m.,n))-
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Appendix H

CALCULATION OF
THE VOLTAGE USING
THE RECIPROCITY
THEOREM

Tile voltage induced in a transducer due to a incident field generated by
the same transducer is calculated in this section. Let's assume we have
access to reflected E and H fields in the cable connected to the

transducers for two separate cases of flaw and no-flaw situations. E and

H are the electric and magnetic fields for tile no-flaw case, and E' and H'
correspond to the case with flaw existing. Using the electromechanical
reciprocity ttmorem and conservation of power,

x7. (iwU •T' - i_oU'. 7'- E • tt' + E'. H) = 0. (t-I.1)

where U is the displacement and T is the stress. Assuming I" and F' are
the reflection coefficients for the two cases of no-flaw and flaw respectively,

E = (l + F)E + (H.2)

H -- (1- F)tt + (11.3)

E' = (1 + F')E + (H.4)

tf' - (1 + F')tt + (H.5)

where E + and H + are the input electric and magnetic fields.

Utilizing the above equations, H.1 can be written ms

Knowing f(E + x H+). nds= -2P and 5F = F - F'

i_ f T'6I"= _ yr. (U. - U'. T)dv (I-1.7)
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l'urther li)niting the equation of th(, lllotion lO that of t.ll(' id('al fluid,

i,.,,' / A' " "_l': _-IP ( -,\)l',',il'_.,_. -,"(p'- p)l',l ida' (li._)

As a sp_,cial case where p =//, the ahove relatioll.'.;hil) siml)lities i()

i.: f 1 1

,st'= ,tt_' /(., ., )pt,',t,, (ll.!))• % c(_,)-

where p = tt_.k is the pressure in the fluid.
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Appendix I

RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN VOLTAGE
AND THE SCATTERER
POTENTIAL

In this section, the results from the reciprocity t,heorenl are used to derive
a linearized acoustic inversion. Voltage induced in a transducer in the
puls('-echo mode is given by

= R(w)/[()( - _)pp' - ,z"(p' - p)l,ri_r[]dv (1.1)
8( Xt , Cag)

where R,(_') is the frequency response of the transducer, p is th(' pressure,
and I;i is the ith component of displacement when no flaw is present.. All
components superscripted with ' correspond to the case with the' flaw.
Assuming p = p_, the voltage can be written as

s(x',_) = R(w) f v(x)p(x,_)p'(x,,_')dx (1.2)

where v(x)= ._2(1/c0- l/e(x)2). Simplifying further, by applying the
Born approximation p = p', voltage s is written as

s(x',_) = R(_) f v(x)p (a'' - x,_)_dx (1.3)

Next we express p(x) as

p(x) = f P(t,'l )eJlk'_"+__'_dkl (1.4)

Using the steepest descent evaluation of the above integral for large x.,,
p(x) may be written as

'2_ X 2 e j k rp(x,._) = (1.5)
V jr_' _.
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By substituting the Eq. (1.5) ill E'.I. (1.3) we. obtain

I J'_ :,,Lr
•_(a"l,w) = -2,'rkj -:c j'_ v(J'l a,.,)da, lda'., I 6)

. 7'3 ' _ _ •

Above integral is in tlw convolutional t'ornl with respccl t¢, variable' a'l
where I,(xi, a::_) is convolved with W(J'I, a,,,) d_,lilwd as

a:_.j'.'a.,.

W(J'I, a',e) -- ra (!.7)

where r= V/;r_ + a';_. Taking the spatial li'ourier transfornl with respect to
a'l will result in

,_(kl,_) = -2_'j f W(kl, a'.e)v(kl, a',,)dJ,., (I.8)

where

i ,) • ._ _-

a,_c _. r/. -ak_'l

14'(kl,x,,) = ra < (1..¢1)

W(kl,x2) may be evaluated using the method of steepest descent for large

x_ resulting in

W(kl,z2) = _2_ (4wu/e'' - k_)a/4c" d@t_':/_"-#_'_ (I.10)
V x2 4_"

Substituting Eq. (I.10)in Eq. (I.8) results in

(27r) 3]2ce-j_t]4 __ "_)3/4 i ' x2)eJ_/4_""/c_-k_r_dx2_(kl,_o) = 4_ (4w_/c'' k r _,(k'l
(1.11)

Finally,the voltageisexpressedintermsofthespatialFouriertransform

ofthescattererpotentialas

(2,¢)a/_-ce-_/4
/

D(I¢I,_) = "'lc" q4_'-'lc "x kT) (l 12)4_o (4_" " -- k_)a/4i,(kl, - .
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Appendix J

FOCUSING OF AN
ARRAY OF
TRANSDUCERS

!

Ill many applications it is desired to in)age interior of a solid through
measurenlnets taken with transducers immersed in water. The imaging in
effect is summerized in focusing of all transducers for all points in the

solid. If tile spatial frequency response (SFR), angular orientations, aud
posit;ions of the transducers are known, it is possible to calculate tile
complex weights necessary for producing a focus at a given depth inside
the solid. "File case at hand requires forming a beam inside solid by
adjusting the complex gain of transducers in water. In order to
accomplish this objective, the relationship between the field produced by
the transducer and the field inside the solid should be understood. One

may start, with tile relationship between incident plane wave and resultant
field in tile solid as the building block for the relationship betweeli the
field in solid du(_ to a more complex waveform. This can be achieved by
utilizing the assumption that actual waveform can be expressed as a
weighted sum of plane waves.
The problem at hand can be viewed _ finding complex gains of each
transducer such that they form a desired SFR at. a prescribed (lepth inside
the solid. The desired SFR can be written as the superl)osition of SF[{
corresl)onding to each transducer.

N

_(kl, k,,) - E _/'i(/_"1, k'2)z, (d .1)
t=l

i

where zi is the unknown complex weight and

k'
¢i(_'l, k.,) = .-|tl_;,(k'1 k_,)e -_(kt'-_:'") :_ (J 2)' - k3 '

where Att is the transmission coefficient of the Iranslnitte(l L wave, and
6,(kl, k2) is the SF[{ of the transducer oriented parallel to the interfac( )
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with its axis passing through th(' point of focus, kl' and k2' ar(,
conlponents of k vector after rotatation by an angh, 0 and o.

kf, - cos(o)cos(O -cos(O),_i1_(O) ._'iI_(0) k., (,1.3)
_:_ ._i,,(0) ,.,,._(o) o t._,

A pure l, type plane wave_is Incident on ,'t wat¢'r-solid int(,rfac(' 'rh,, Idaho'
wave has an amlflitude of unity expressed as cJ_';'. Tt.' resultant ti('ld is
composed of a reflected I, t.ype waw, in water and transzllitled !, and S
type wave inside said. The transnlission co¢,tficicnts are

,j -,i

A 'z = 2bk'i"ka(k; - (k:t_')') (.! .,1)
D

2bk4t,_ktv
Art _. 1+- a (,1.5)

D

At., 1 = 4bk'_.,k,,kak_]' (,!.6)
D

At,,., = _4bk_.'klkak_' (,1.7_
D

"_ _ 1. t_ I.tP '_D = -A,3[(_,;(k_')'-')_+4,__._k;]- bt.,_,_.2' (.JSj
where A tl, A "t, .4 t'l, and A t_'' are coefficients for the rellected L wave,
transmitted L wave, and transmitted S waves respectively.

In order to solve for the complex gain zi, one can minimize the distance
between the ideal CFR and the synthesized SFt/,. The distance can be i
defined as

N

_, : / /[E _i:i(kl,k2)zi - *(i¢l,k,2)]
i=1

N

[Z _,,(k,,k._):,-,(k_,k_)l'a_.,ak.., (J.9)
i:1

assuming zi = xi + jYi, we can derive

og _- / f l_ c,c;,(x,+yv,)+
Oq'Z'm i;_rn

N

c,nc'k(xk -- jYk ) +
k#m

2cTnx m - (c,n q,, + cmqm )}dk 1dk,, (.I. 10)

_//Oy., - {E cic,;,(yi - jxi) +
i#m

N

c,,,c_.(y_:+ jx_.)+
k #rn

2c;, y,, - (cm q,, - %, q,, )}dk Idk., (,!. 11)
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[_y setting the above equations to zero, we ot>tain

A B Q., ) (.J.l_)

Although a|>ov:' Inatrix is a 2A' x 7:\' matrix, du(, to synlmetry only two
,'V x N matri_ in','ersion is necessary.

Y = (,,1-1H + t_)-l:l)-l(.,t-lQl + B-lt"_) (J.13)

X = A-_(Q_- BY) (J.l,i)
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